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will Uze real IBil"
If you're a librarian in a scientific or technical
library, chances are you've heard of the
Institute for Scientific Information. But the
chances are equally good that what you've
heard isn't the complete story.
For instance. Do you know how long IS1 has
been around? How many people we employ?
How our services are produced? What disciplines we cover? What kind of training we
offer to people who use our services?
To fill you in, we've produced an all-new.
color-sound film-Putting Scientific Information To Work. It takes an inside look at IS1
from our origin and development to what's
happening now.

Putting Scientific lnformation To Work can
be shown to your library staff for its clear
picture of the scientific information explosion
and how ISl's data bank and retrieval systems
have turned scientific information into a valuable resource instead of a problem. Or show it

to the research staff of your organization
-especially if you subscribe to any IS1
services. It's a good way to familiarize researchers with some of the services your library offers. Or if you're not a subscriber to an
IS1service-but would liketo be--thefllm can
help you build researcher support for future
ac~uisitlons.
We thlnk Putting Scientific lnformation To
Work is a bright and informative introduct~on
to IS\. It cbmblnes live action with an animation sequence so fine that it took thlrd prize
among 200 entries at the 2nd lnternatlonal
Animation Film Festival in New York.
If you'd like to borrow this new 22-minute f ~ l m .
without obligation, slmply fill in the coupon
and return it to us. Or maybe you'd prefer to
make the fllm part of an IS1 information seminar. Then check the square at the bottom
of the c o u p o n : one of our information
specialists will be in touch.

TITLE
ORGANIZATION

PHONE

CITY

STATE-

DATE FILM DESIRED

ZIP
ALTERNATE DATE
26 405

I WOULD LIKE TO DISCUSS AN INFORMATION SEMINAR WITH YOU

Institute for Scientific lnformation
325 Chestnut Street Phladelpha. Pa 19106. U S A , T P (211) 923-1300, Cable S C l N i O Telex 84.1305
- - - m - 1 1 1 1 I I m m m m I I I I I I I m I I ~ I I I ( I m I I 1 ~ m m m ~
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lnformation
Abstracts

Now, one service solves five critical
retrieval problems that plague
energy information managers and
decision-makers:

1. Economic and Social Impact:
Now, important reports, surveys, hearings,
and articles about energy economics,
policy and planning, conservation,
statistics, or regulations are monitored for
you by one source -Energy lnformation
Abstracts.

2. New Energy Alternatives:
Now, when new literature is published a.
bout solar energy, shale oil . . . or any new
energy source, one service alerts you to it
-Energy lnformation Abstracts.

3. Non-serial Documents: NOW,
those hard-to-monitor special reports,
monographs, conference proceedings,
surveys, and statistical publications that
usually escape bibliographic control may
be accessed through one service -Energy
lnformation Abstracts.

4. Core Energy Journals: NOW, the
world's most respected energy journalsincluding a host of new ones, such as
Energy Policy, Geothermics, Resources
Policy, Applied Solar Energy, Energy
Conversion, Hydrogen Energy-are
monitored for you by one service.

5. Document Retrieval:

HOW

valuable is that fascinating citation or
abstract when you can't get the full text of
the document? Now, you can quickly
obtain copies of abstracted materials
through retrieval services offered by Energy
Information Abstracts.

I

For free sample copy and complete
information about Energy lnformation
Abstracts please call or write:

II
!

-

Environment lnformation Center. Inc
Library Department
124 East 39th St.
New York. N.Y. 10016

I s your collection growing too fast for your
space? If so, you'll be glad t o know that
Wiley journals through December 1975 are
now available on microfilm and microfiche.
We'll make them t o your specifications.
35mm. 16mm. Cartridge or reel. Negative or
positive. Microfiche reduction ratio: 24 x 1.
Microfilm prices are noted below; for microfiche prices, write to John Wiley and Sons.

BIOPOLYMERS

JOURNAL
SCIENCE

OF

APPLIED

POLYMER

Board of Editors: H. Mark, W. Cooper, M. Morton,
B. Ranby, P. Weiss
A comprehensive source on latest compounds,
products and systems used in polymer fabrication.
Volumes 1-6
Volume 7
Volume 8
Volumes 9-11
Volumes 12, 13
Volumes 14-19

1959-62
1963
1964
1965-67
1968-69
1970-75

$ 55.00
$ 35.00
$ 55.00
$165.00
$1 10.00
each $ 85.00

An International Journal of Research on Biological
Molecules
Editor: Murray Goodman

JOURNAL OF POLYMER SCIENCE

Original research papers on the physical chemistry,
organic chemistry and biophysics of biological
macromolecules, related synthetic macromolecules,
and low molecular weight molecules which are
relevant t c ,he study of biopolymers including
model
systems, monomers,
oligomers,
and
molecules which interact w i t h biopolymers.

Latest developments in polymer research. I n five
parts. Monthly: Polymer Chemistry, Polymer
Physics, and Polymer Letters. Polymer Symposia
and
Macromolecular
Reviews published
as
available.

Volumes 1-10
Volumes 11-14

1963-71
1972-75

$220.00
each $ 70.00

BIOTECHNOLOGY AND
BIOENGINEERING
Editor: Elmer L. Gaden, Jr.
An international forum for original research on all
aspects of biochemical and microbial technology,
includ~ng products, process development and
design, and equipment.
Volumes 1-13
Volumes 1417

1959-71
1972-75

$165.00
each $ 70.00

INTERNATIONAL
JOURNAL
QUANTUM CHEMISTRY

OF

Editor-In-Chief: Per-Olov Lowdin
Advanced information on quantum mechanics;
fundamental concepts, mathematical structure, and
application t o atoms, molecules, crystals, and
molecular biology.
Volumes 1-5
Volumes 6-9

1967-71
1972-75

$140.00
each $ 70.00

Board of Editors: H. Mark. G.G. Overberger. T.G.
Fox

Old Series
Volumes 1-62
New Series
Volume 1
Volumes 2, 3
Volume 4
Volumes 5-7
Volumes 8-13

1946-62

$660.00

1963
1964-65
1966
1967-69
1970-75

$1 10.00
$275.00
$140.00
$500.00
each $165.00

SCIENCE EDUCATION
Editor: N.E. Bingham
Researched practices, issues and trends, here and
abroad i n science instruction, learning, and
preparation of science teachers.
Volumes 1-29
1916-45
$160.00
Volumes 30-46
1946-62
$120.00
Volumes 47-59
1963-75
$ 90.00
prices subject t o change without notice.
prices slightly higher in Canada.
For a complete list of journals on microfilm and
microfiche, or t o order, write:
Subscription Department-SL
John Wiley & Sons, Inc.
605 Third Ave., NYC, N Y 10016
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10003.0 1976 by Special Libraries Association. Material protected by this copyright may be photocopied
for the noncommercial purpose of scholarship or research. Monthly except double issue for MayIJune.
Annual index in December issue.
Second class postage paid at New York, N.Y., and at additional mailing offices

Subscription Rates: Nonmembers, USA and
Canada, $22.50 per calendar year; add $2.50 postage
for other countries. $7.50 to members, which is included in member dues. Single copies (recent years)
$2.75 except for October issue (Directory) which is
$12.00.
Back Issues & Hard Cover Reprints: Inquire Kraus
Reprint Corp., 16 East 46th St., New York, N.Y.
Microfilm & Microfiche Editions (1909 to date): Inquire University Microfilms, Ann Arbor, Michigan.
Changes of Address: Allow six weeks for all changes
to become effective. All communications should include both old and new addresses (with Z I P Codes)
and should be accompanied by a mailing label from
a recent issue. Members should send their communications to the S L A Membership Department, 235
Park Avenue South. New York, N.Y. 10003. .Yonmemher subscriber.^ should send their communications to the S L A Circulation Department, 235 Park
AvenueSouth, New York, N.Y. 10003.
Claims for missing numbers will not be allowed if
received more than 90 days from date of mailing
plus the time normally required for postal delivery
of the issue and the claim. No claims are allowed because of failure to notify the Membership Department or the Circulation Department (see above) of a
change of address, or because copy is "missing from
files."
Special Libraries Association assumes no responsibility for the statements and opinions advanced by
the contributors to the Association's publications.
Instructions for Contributors last appeared in Special Libraries 66 (no. 12) (Dec 1975). A publications
brochure is available from the Association's New
York offices. Editorial views do not necessarily
represent the official position of Special Libraries
Association. Acceptance of an advertisement does
not imply endorsement of the product by Special Libraries Association.
Indexed in: Book Review Index. Business Periodicals
Index. Information Science Abstracts, Historical
Abstracts. Hospital Literature Index, Library
& Information
Science
Literature.
Library
Ab.c.tracts. Management Inde.r, Public A&irs
In/omlation Service and Science Citation 1nde.r.

Are joe

28-day service?
Our regularly scheduled
mplck-up and dellvery takes
28 days Does yours?
Bindery-owned trucks?
That's our secret Our own
mtruck system makes
scheduled del~ver~es
poss~ble
Bindery-trained men?
Our consultants are tramed
I
to personally answer
your bmdery problems
on the spot
Complete service?
Our busmess IS a complete
l
hbrary b~nderyservce
mcludlng restorat~on
R repalr
Complete facilities?
We have 72 000 sq ft of
Dmodern product~onspace
and over 500 sk~lledcraftsmen to serve you
New! H.E.L.P.'
Heckman Electron~cL~brary
8 Program
t h ~ sexcluswe
method wdl save you trne In
the preparat~onof bmd~ng
sh~pments Ask about 11
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Membership
DUES. Member o r Associate Member
$40; S t u d e n t M e m b e r $8; R e t i r e d
Member $10; Sustaining Member $200.

THE HECKMAN BINDERY, INC.
NO. MANCHESTER. INO. 46962
PHONE: AREA (2191 982-2107

LRTEST FROm PERGRmOn
*-Save
$15.00 on an important Pergamon Publication
Encyclopaedic Dictionary of Mathematics for Engineers
Edltor

-*

I N. S N E D D O N . Department of Mathematics, University of Glasgow

Following the hlghly successful "Concise D ~ c t i o n a r yof Physics" and "Encyclopaed~c
Dlctlonary of Physlcs" Pergamon are shortly publishing the E N C Y C L O P A E D I C
D I C T I O N A R Y OF M A T H E M A T I C S FOR ENGINEERS. M a y 1976.
Thls dictionary conslsts of definitions I n alphabet~calorder o f t e r m used In
mathematics, mathematical engineer~ng,physics, dnd other reldted fields. SI unlts are dsed
throughout. I t w i l l b e a valuable reference book for lecturers, students and researchers i n
applled mathematics and engineering, and for eriglneers In research and production
departments whose w o r k o r study involves the application of mathematics.
Save $15.00 by taking advantage of the special pre-publication price of $85.00, valid until
30 April, 1976
ISBN 0 0 8 016767 5
$100.00
May 1976
800pp
250 x 170mm
4 0 0 lllus

Proceedings of the 4th l nternational CODATA Conference on
Generation, Compilation, Evaluation and Dissemination of Data for
Science and Technology
B. D R EY FUS. CODA TA Secretariat, Paris
These proceedings are of t h e F o u r t h International Conference organized b y the Committee
o n Data for Science and Technology ( C O D A T A ) . They comprise n o t o n l y practically all the
papers, b u t also thediscussion during formal sessions. U n l i k e the first and second C O D A T A
conferences, and t o a large extent t h e third, w h i c h were mainly devoted t o t h e conventional
areas o f C O D A T A activity, namely the fields of physics, chemistry and allied subjects, the
F o u r t h Conference was widened so t h a t nearly one half was devoted t o t h e biological sciences,
t o geology, geophysics, geography, astronomy and - another important innovation - t o
data o f importance t o industry.
ISBN 0 0 8 019851 1
October 1975
1~ O P P
2 9 7 x 210rnrn
ISBN 0 0 8 0 1 9 8 5 0 3
flexicover

$??::

Annotated Bibliographies of Mineral Deposits in Africa, Asia
(exclusive of the USSR), and Australasia
J O H N DREW RIDGE, Pennsylvania Stare University
i ? e book is designed t o aid b o t h the practltloner and student of economic geology w i t h
bibliographic and technical information about ore deposits i n Africa, Asia and Australasia.
Notes appended t o each bibliography are designed t o tell the reader. ( 1 where the deposlt
is. ( 2 ) something of its production, b o t h i n quantity and kinds o f material produced.
( 3 )what its stratigraphic and structural characterlstlcs are; ( 4 ) w h y a certaln age date has
been assigned t o i t ; 15) what minerals i t contains and what the relationship of these are t o
each other and t o the rocks thar contain them, and ( 6 ) w h y the deposit is given t h e position
i t holds in the modified Lindgren classification.
ISBN 0 0 8 020459 7
$35.00
January 1976
5 4 6 ~ ~ 250 x 160mm

TWO NEW JOURNALS OF INTEREST TO LIBRARIANS AND
INFORMA TION SCIENTISTS
Information Systems
Edi tor-in-Chief. H. J. SCHNE I DER, lnstitut fur Informatik, Universitat Stutrgart,
Herdweg 51, 0 - 7 0 0 0 Stuttgart 1, Fed. Rep. Germany
Published BI-monthly

V o l u m e 2 ( 1 9 7 6 ) $60 0 0

2 'lears,Volumes 2 & 3 ( 1 9 7 6 / 7 7 ) $1 14.00

Computer Languages
Editor R O B E R T S. L E D L E Y , c/o National Biomedical Research Foundation, Georgetown
University Medical Center, 3900 Reservoir Road, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20007
U
m
Published Quarterly. V o l u m e 2 11576) $60.00
2 Years.Volumes 2 & 3(1976/771 $1 14.00 2

..,

pergamOnpress

Maxwell House. F alrvlew Park. Elmsford. New Y o r k 10523
Headington H i l l Hall, O x f o r d O X 3 OBW, England

I
I

Creating a library bound book is not an easy job. It's an involved process consisting of 4 1 different steps . . . each designed to provide the finished volume with the strongest,
longest-lastingbinding possible.
But the first, most important step must be taken by you, the
librarian. You must insist upon having the books and periodicals in your collection bound in accordance w~ththe LBI
Standard.
If you want to increase the usefulness of your collection, yet
keep costs to a minimum, take that first step today. Send for
free brochures on the advantages of library binding and
contact a library binder who displays the LBI seal. +*Qw8p2,

q-+
%

\*5'
-

J
J
50 Congress St., Boston.Moss. 02 109 Tel: 6 1 7-227-961 4

\'.

PUBLICATIONS
The International Labor Organization ( / L O ) was
created under the Treaty ot Versailles in 1919, and
became in 1946 the first specialized agency associated with the United Nations. The /LO is unique
among world organizations in that workers' and
employers' representatives have an equal voice
with those of governments of its 127 member states.
The publications of the I.L.O. provide a unique
information in a variety of fields

1975 YEAR BOOK
OF LABOUR
STATISTICS
Presents a summary of the principal
labor statistics in some 180 countries
or territories. (Whenever possible,
data are provided for the past ten
years.) The Yearbook provides the
background information essential to
a proper understanding of trends and
developments in labor and related
matters influencing all aspects of
modern society in such areas as:
total and economically active population
employment
unemployment
hours of work
labor productivity
wages
industrial accidents
industrial disputes
consumer prices (including general indices for food, fuel, light, clothing and rent).
Tables of up-to-date statistics make it an indispensable source of
reference and a research aid for business, industry, libraries, universities and government. Texts, table headings and notes are given
in English, French and Spanish.
$37.95

.

.

BULLETIN OF LABOUR STATISTICS
Complements the annual data given in the Yearbook of Labour Statistics. The Bulletin is published quarterly, with supplements in the
intervening months.
Single copy $4.75. Yearly, $15.95

COMBINATION ORDER
OF YEARBOOK & BULLETIN

80th for

$42.00

Please order from: INTERNATIONAL LABOR OFFICE
Suite 330Y, 1750 New York Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20006
(202) 634-6335

Free Catalog o n request.

NEW Up-To-Date Books
From Noyes Data
NOYES DATA has developed t w o new techniques of vital importance
t o those w h o wish t o keep abreast of rapid changes i n technology and
business conditions: 1) our advanced publishing systems permit u s to
produce durably-bound books w i t h i n a few months of manuscript
acceptance; 2) our modern processing plant ships all orders o n the
day after they are received.

HARDCOVER BOOKS-EARLY SPRING 1976
DETERGENT MANUFACTURE b y M. Sittig: I n this book more than 500 U.S. processes are examined
so that fundamental manufacturing decisions can be made re raw materials selection, actual detergent manufacture, bleaches and activators ( t o lower washing temperatures). ISBN 0-8155-0607-4;
$39
COMMERCIAL PROCESSING OF FRUITS b y L.P. Hanson: One prime objective for the modern fruit
processor is the retention of the characteristics of freshly picked fruit. A further goal is t o minimize the quantities of added sugar, salt or preservatives. This applies t o all processes described
here viz, handling, sterilizing, canning, freezing, dehydrating etc. ISBN 0-8155-0608-2; $36
GLASS TECHNOLOGY-RECENT DEVELOPMENTS b y G.B. Rothenberg: Describes recent techniques
of large-scale synthesis and manufacture of glass. Emphasis is o n the basic raw materials and the
many chemical additives that go into a specific melt. ISBN 0-8155-0609-0; $39
COATINGS-RECENT DEVELOPMENTS b y M.W. Ranney: Pays special attention t o processes designed
t o cope with energy- and pollution-related problems, e.g. water-borne systems, powder coating,
electrodeposition, liquid systems with high solids, conforming solvents, U V and electron beam
curing. ISBN 0-8155-0610-4; $39
STRIP M I N I N G OF COAL-ENVIRONMENTAL SOLUTIONS b y W.S. Doyle: Strip mining can be done
responsibly without permanent damage t o land and water. Book describes surface mining of coal,
land use and methods, land reclamation and erosion control from acid mine drainage. ISBN
0-81 55-061 1-2; $32
COMMERCIAL PROCESSING OF POULTRY b y G.H. Weiss: Poultry is the most effective means of consuming grain as protein. Here are discussed in detail the different methods devised t o assure excellent flavor, texture and tenderness concomitant with easy handling, easy preservation, maximum storage time and consumer acceptance. ISBN 0-8155-0612-0; $32
ADHESIVES-RECENT
DEVELOPMENTS b y B.S. Herman: Major replacements for solvent-based
adhesives are t w o component reactives (epoxies), hot melts, irradiation-sensitive adhesives, and
last, but not least, water-based glues. This book tells how t o make them. ISBN 0-8155-0613-9; $32
COAL CONVERSION TECHNOLOGY b y I. Howard-Smith and G.J. Werner: Describes over 100 processes which have as the basic concept the transmutation of coal into energy forms acceptable t o
our transportation and heating equipment. Solid coal must be depolymerized into liquid and gaseous products that can be ignited and burned with facility. ISBN 0-8155-0614-7; $24

ndc

NOYES DATA CORPORATION
NOYES BUILDING, PARK RIDGE, NEW JERSEY 07656

Management Techniques for Librarians
by G. EDWARD EVANS
A Volume i n the LIBRARY AND INFORMATION SCIENCE Series
individual within an organizational setting.
Intended for the individual with no previous background in management, ManIt also stresses the pervasiveness of conagement Techniques for Librarians avoids
flict in relationships, and the need to face
both the superficiality of elementary texts
issues rather than simply attempting to
and the business school jargon of adavoid conflict. It avoids stereotyping the
vanced books in management. In this way,
manager as male, which is not without
it provides an ideal introduction to the
relevance in a profession where four out
basic concepts and techniques of manof five workers are women.
agement as applied to libraries. It covers
Its emphasis on the application of standplanning, decision making, delegation, moard business practices in a nonprofit
tivation, communication, personnel work,
organization and its use of library applifiscal control, work analysis, innovation,
cations to illustrate these practices make
and styles of management, and includes a
the book an ideal text for courses in librief history of the development of manbrary management. It will also prove useagement theory.
ful as a reference for librarians and
With a humanistic philosophical basis,
libraries, and in service or nonprofit orthe book stresses the interrelationship
ganization management training programs
among persons, organizations, and the
in general.
environment, and the importance of the
1976, 294 p p . , $14.50/£7.55

Abstracting Concepts and Methods
by HAROLD BORKO and CHARLES L. BERNIER
A Volume i n the LIBRARY AND INFORMATION SCIENCE Series
This volume presents an intensive analysis and overview of the methods by which
library science is coping with the phenomenal increase in the number of primary journal publications. It provides an
exhaustive discussion of abstracts-their
history, production, organization, publication, and indexing. Detailed instructions
for abstracting are fully elucidated. In
addition, the concept of Terse Literatures
is introduced and explored in depth, perhaps for the first time in a work of this
nature. The author's exposition of the
techniques, problems, and status of auto-

mation is particularly thorough and illuminating. Other special features include:
chapters on career opportunities in writing abstracts and in abstracting-indexing
organizations; numerous exercises aid the
reader to eliminate redundancy, modify titles, recognize common editorial changes,
coin subject paraphrases, and edit abstracts; extensive bibliography and glossary of useful terms; illustrations which
include pages of indexes and abstracts
as well as instructions for their use.
1975, 256 p p . , $14.95/£7.50

Advances in Librarianship, volume 5
edited by MELVIN J. VOIGT
From Reviews of Previous Volumes:
"The editor is to be commended for
having produced an excellent publication
that should be on the personal shelves
of every librarian who wishes to keep
abreast of advances throughout his profession."-Journal
of Library Automafion
CONTENTS: J. Tocatlian, International Information Systems. F. E . Mohrhardt and
C. V. Penna, National Planning for Library

and Information Services. T. Childers, Statistics that Describe Libraries and Library
Service. H. W . Tuttle, Coordination of the
Technical Services. L. Asheim, Trends in
Library Education-United
States. G. R.
Brong, The Technologies of Education
and Communication. I. Lieberman, Audiovisual Services in Libraries. G. Stevenson.
Sound Recordings. R. D. Johnson, Joint
Academic Libraries.
1975, 384 p p . , $19.50/£9.35

N.B.: Postage plus 50G handling charge on all orders not accompanied by payment.
Prices are subject to change without notice.

Academic Press

A Subsidiary of Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Publishers
111 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK, N.Y. 10003
24-28 OVAL ROAD, LONDON N W l 7DX

WileyReference Books

Essential ForYour
Library
DICTIONARY OF BIOCHEMISTRY
By J. Stenesh, Western Michigan University.
$22.50
1975 344pp.
'0-471-821055
+75-23037
CIP
Spanning
various
scientific disciplines, this
dictionary contains approximately 12,000 entries
drawn from over 200 current reference books and
textbooks and from the research literature of
biochemical journals. The recommendations of the
Commission on Biochemical Nomenclature of the
International
Union of
Pure and Applied
Chemistry and the International Union of Biochemistry were among the sources used in the
compilation. Many abbreviations and synonomous
expressions are included and cross referenced.
This compact, versatile dictionary is needed b y
scientists, students, and lab technicians in biochemistry, chemistry,
immunology, virology,
genetics, biophysics, and bacteriology.

Need t o find data-fast?
Chemical Tables, b y Bela A. Nemeth, is a portable
tool for technicians in the chemical industry. i t
contains 256 tables calculated on the basis of the
atomic weights established b y the Atomic Commission of IUPAC. I t gives you the density
solutions of chemicals including, tannic, formic,
arsenic, hydrochloric, and perchloric acids,
potassium
hydroxide,
ammonium
sulphate,
hydrogen
hexafluorosilicate,
and
potassium
chromate. (Originally published in Hungary under
title Kemiai Tablazatok.)

CHEMICAL TABLES
By Bela A. Nemeth; translated by lstvan Finaly.
1975
477 pp.
$27.50
'0-470-63161-9
+75-19223

HANDBOOK OF ENGINEERING FUNDAMENTALS, 3rd Ed.
Prepared by a Staff of Specialists Under the
Editorship of the Late Ovid W. Eshbach and Mott
Souders.
1562 pp. $24.95
1975
"0-471-24553-4
+74-7467
CIP
This classic handbook has been a useful reference
for students and practicing engineers for nearly
forty years. I n one convenient volume, i t presents
the fundamental laws and theories of science basic
t o engineering practice.
I n this thoroughly revised edition, you'll find new
sections on heat transfer, electronics, astronautics,
automatic control, and engineering economy-and
completely rewritten sections on aeronautics,
chemistry and properties of materials.

prices subject t o change without notice.
prices slightly higher in Canada.
For information on these and other titles, write t o

LIBRARY SERVICES DEPARTMENT
John Wiley & Sons, Inc.
605 Third Ave.
New York, N.Y. 10016

USE ISBN-It's Speedier By Number

NEW JOURNALS:
Hyperfine Interactions
Editors-in-chief: BERNHARD DEUTCH and H. de WAARD
197516 Volumes 1 and 2 (2 volumes in 8 issues)
Subscription price: US$89.75/Dfl. 224.00, including postage
The journal is concerned with research within the peripheries of solid-state, atomic, and
nuclear physics. Although the title and subject of the journal is 'Hyperfine Interactions',
other studies which utilize modern techniques of atomic and nuclear physics also fall within
its domain.

Ultramicroscopy
A journal devoted to the technical and theoretical advancement of
structural research
Editor: E. ZEITLER
197516 Volumes 1 and 2 (2 volumes in 8 issues)
Subscription price: US$89.75lDfl. 224.00, including postage
A quarterly publication committed to the advancement of the tools and methods for the
microscopic determination of ultrastructures. Its interdisciplinary content will cover all
aspects - fundamental and technical - pertaining to the advancement of the state of the art,
including, with the exception of light, all manner of radiation and the ultilization of new
principles.

Theoretical Computer Science
Editor-in-chief: M. NIVAT
Associate Editor: M. PATERSON
197516 Volumes 2 and 3 (2 volumes in 8 issues)
Subscription price: US$89.75lDfl. 224.00, including postage
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The Vulnerable Corporate Special
Library/Information Center:
Minimizing the Risks
William S. O'Donnell
Naperville, IL 60540

The economic recovery now forecast
will, when it materializes, relieve somewhat the threats to staff departments like
the corporate information center. Inflated
business costs, lagging profits, mergers
and reorganizations will, however,
continue to threaten staff operations
which provide corporate support functions
but which generate no direct corporate
profits. There is, of course, no formula

which can insure against this risk.
However, certain common sense steps can
greatly reduce it. These include a careful
review of the center's role, a periodic,
systematic, and realistic self appraisal, accompanied by a policy of upgrading belowstandard performance and a low key but
imaginative public relations program with
appropriate corporate staff and executive
personnel.

THECORPORATE information center
usually operates as a staff function which
represents cost overhead and thus is
particularly vulnerable in times of corporate belt-tightening. The effects of this
phenomenon can range from severe
budget cuts, reductions in personnel and
serious loss of corporate stature, to complete elimination of the department.

its contribution to a wider social responsibility, nor to its prestige in the business
community, nor even, in many cases, its
value in generating stockholder profits at
some time in the future.
This over-simplified approach is
expressed in such questions as: Will elimination of this function reduce or jeopardize profits during the next fiscal year?
Will reduction of these expenditures
threaten corporate survival in the foreseeable future?
Management of an airline is unlikely,
for example, to risk aircraft safety by
reducing ground maintenance. It would
even hesitate to reduce inflight costs, such
as service, meals etc., if a serious competitive edge might be lost in the process. An
airline management might be tempted,
however, to cut back on an expensive

Corporate Management and
Profit Contribution
Much as one hopes for an expanded
awareness of corporate social responsibility, the corporate manager must always
be concerned first with corporate survival.
In times of threats to survival, this
understandably leads to examination of
costs and overhead, not on the basis of a
staff function's value to the corporation in
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engineering staff, concerned primarily
with future operations and equipment
planning, on the assumption that such a
cutback would probably not adversely
affect profits in the next fiscal year.
The Corporate Reality

The information center manager must
understand the corporate manager's point
of view when he seeks a reduction in corporate overhead and must recognize the
pressures on such executives for immediate results.
Happily for t h e information center,
there a r e usually persons in management
who do recognize the importance of weighing long range effects of short-sighted
budget c u t s . T h e r e a r e also middle
management executives who can insist on
adequate staff support for the effective
performance of their essential contribution to profits. The importance of these
two counter balances in corporate attitude
toward information center expense deserves detailed examination.
Evaluating the Information
Center's Contribution

The budget cutter recognizes the opinions of one segment of corporate management as crucial when he attempts to
decide which staff functions a r e essential.
These are the key line and powerful staff
executives with t h e responsibility for
effective corporate operation, and who
provide the sales volume and profits. The
opinions of this group, in fact, often weigh
more heavily in budgetary decisions than
do those of the chief executive officer.
When a powerful marketing manager
with a proven record of successful sales
and with major profit responsibilities
insists that he requires the services of the
information center, t h e budget c u t t e r
listens.
This is evidence, in lieu of an information center profit record, that the executive seeking unproductive staff costs can
understand. Key middle management
executives who demand the continued
services of the information center because
of their prior dependence on those services
are then often more effective allies than

higher level corporate officers who support the information center primarily on
general principles.
Clearly the information center manager
concerned about his future in the corporate structure must have a detailed understanding of how to contribute to corporate
goals.
H e must have agreement as to what the
information center role should be and an
understanding of the standards on which
he is to be judged by persons establishing
corporate policy. T h e manager must
recognize that in the last analysis the best
i n s u r a n c e f o r long t e r m security is
responsible, effective middle-management
officers and staff members who will support the information center.
Insuring Support Where It Counts

The reasons for support of the information center, o r lack of it, relate to its
formal position in the table of corporate
organization, the professional credentials
of its staff, and a number of considerations
in addition to its week-to-week effectiveness in supporting t h e key decision
makers.
It is important to know what corporate
management demands from its information center.
A A clear understanding, by the information center, of its own role in the
corporate operation. This must include an
awareness by the information center of
how it should contribute, however indirectly, to long range profits and how the
information center support functions a r e
utilized in t h e corporate management
process.
A A thorough knowledge o f t h e industry
or industries in which the corporation
operates. This means more than a passive
knowledge of industry statistics, and must
encompass an informed understanding of
competition, products, services, trends,
etc.
A A detailed knowledge of the corporation itself The information center manager must become aware of how and
where his corporation operates, its goals,
its problems, its management philosophy
and the public posture it seeks to project.

A Forceful insistence on adequate information center tools. The information
center nanager must demmstrate a capacity for aggressive, imaginative acquisition of the appropriate tools of his trade.
A Adequate professional qualiJications.
The information center manager and his
staff must maintain minimum standards
of technical
credentials, adequate for coping with the
increasing demand for up-to-date professionalism in the field.
Honors and recognition within the information community a r e important, but
seldom as crucial to the corporation as
day-to-day demonstration of professional
competence in the execution of the basic
information center functions.
A Administrative competence. Managem e n t d e m a n d s f r o m t h e information
center efficient, businesslike departmental
administration which moves the information to the user on schedule without
follow-up from the user.
A Skill in keeping management informed. The information center manager
must provide an imaginative, continuing
flow of information essential to management and staff, for understanding the environment in which the corporation must
operate. This may mean at times providing information to the users which they did
not know they needed until they saw it.

A

A knack for

needs.

lhe

users'

A
with lisers' needs. The information center staff must demonstrate
sensitive and alert empathy with t h e
actual users of the department's services.
Understanding why the users need the information they have requested, their time
table, how they plan to use it, and what
they hope t o accomplish with it, is
essential.
A A sense ojparticipation, to the extent
appropriate, in the information center
users' project or decision making process.
The capacity to communicate an awareness of the users' problems and the habit
of reflecting a genuine interest in the success of the users' effort, are essential in
building necessary rapport.
The first six points on the foregoing list
would, of course, apply in one way o r
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another to nearly every corporate staff
function. T h e last four, however, a r e
perhaps less obvious expectations and
merit some detailed attention.
The Educational Function
The relatively unsophisticated manager
who still operates most of the mediumsized, and even many of the large, United
States
recognizes he must
function in a business world of growing
complexity.
While seldom schooled in all the skills
demanded in the changing business climate, h e is quick to see the need to be
and events
abreast of
which affect his corporate responsibilities.
However, the pressures on his time are
such that he must often depend on others
to sift the information Row and direct the
important elements to his attention. It is
here that the information center manager
has a golden opportunity to demonstrate
his value to corporate management.
The information center manager must
make every effort to insure a flow of
relevant information to the appropriate
corporate decision makers. The information center manager must expose management to information it may not know it
needs.
He must demonstrate forcefulness and
leadership in assuring the dissemination of
information which corporate executives
should have, rather than waiting passively
for requests which, if they come at all,
often are too late for maximum value to
t h e user.
c0r~0rati0ns7

Empathy and
T h e importance of t h e information
center and its staff demcnstrating these
qualities may best be illustrated by detailing a composite case history. Although
consolidated in some details for simplication and to mask the identity of the
persons and firms involved, it represents
factual incidents from specific corporate
experience:
Marketing manager "X" has been a
successful regional sales manager and
marked for higher management responsibilities.
18 1

He is promoted from the field and
brought into the corporate headquarters,
where the demands of his assignment as a
marketing manager understandably go beyond his field sales experience.
After brief experience at headquarters
he is given an assignment to help prepare,
under appropriate management supervision, long-term marketing plans ,for his division as part of an overall corporate
program to be reviewed by the board of directors.
His exposure to the information center
up to this point has been extremely
limited; but he now goes, somewhat
desparately, there for help. Regrettably,
some information center staffs have, in
these circumstances, politely but not too
sympathetically insisted on getting a
specijic list, in writing, of exactly what
their would-be user felt he needed.
This in spite o f the fact that t h e
inexperienced new manager was not
entirely sure himself, and hesitated to ask
his immediate superior-and certainly did
not want to reveal his ignorance to more
ex~eriencedassociates at his own level.
Happily, in numerous other instances,
" M r . X" has been greeted with greater
understanding and assistance at the information center.
The effective information center staff
recognizing the need for understanding
and empathy, reacts more positively:
1) His poorly articulated and uninformed needs are put in writing for him by
the information center staff. (Next time
"Mr. X" will, hopefully, know better how
to ask for w h a t he wants in a written
memo for the information center).
2) Since the inexperienced "Mr. X"
cannot always count on finding the written
record of what his predecessor did on a
parallel assignment, t h e information
center pulls the document out of the files
as a guide.
3) It develops the information, both on
t h e basis of what it assumes will be
needed, and also with a sensitive recognition of "Mr. X's" notions of what he is
trying to do-even though he has not been
particularly adept at expressing them.
4) T h e information center staff becomes aware of "Mr. X's" deadline and

remains alert to new information which
might come to light in time to use in
developing his plan.
5) If a member of the controller's office
is working on another aspect of the same
plan, and there are no political o r security
problems involved, the information center
makes sure that "Mr. X" is using the
same source data, so there will be no embarrassment from any apparent conflict
on information used.
6) T h e information center keeps in
touch with "Mr. X" informally and unobtrusively during the preparation of the
plan-and
also after his plan has been
presented to the appropriate groups in the
organization.
The information center staff expresses
interest in the success of the effort and attempts to discover how they might better
help "Mr. X" the next time he has a
similar assignment.
Balance

It is important to keep a proper balance
between an essential enthusiasm for helping the information center user while
recognizing the limitations of the information center's role in the corporation.
Unseemly efforts to intrude t h e information center into functions that a r e
clearly the responsibility of the user are
obviously self-defeating. Experience suggests, however, that a more common
danger to information center acceptance
and survival is the information specialist
who provides t h e specific information
requested and nothing further.
Survival Response by the
Information Center

The steps which follow are those that
might otherwise be overlooked in attempting to reduce the center's vulnerability. A
detailed illustration of how an information
center might undertake a complete selfexamination is provided in the Appendix.
1) Clarifying the Information Center
Role. A logical first step for the prudent
information center manager is to think
through, anew, the role of the information
center-particularly from the standpoint
of the corporate officer's responsibility for

cutting costs in a depressed business climate. H e should review existing statements of his department's role in the corporate structure and consider modifications if they seem indicated. If no such
statement exists, now is the time to
develop one.
Once the role is defined in writing to the
information center manager's satisfaction,
he should secure specific agreement to it
from appropriate members of management.
2) Self-examination by the Information
Center. Once the information center role
is clarified and updated, the information
center manager should undertake an objective analysis of t h e d e p a r t m e n t ' s
present status and performance and how
it contributes to the department's vulnerability or survival security.
Such a self-examination could range
from an informal review to a structured,
formal analysis, depending on circumstances. It would seem the height of folly
to depend entirely on the less than objective assessment of the information department performance by its own members.
A review of the earlier listing of what
management expects from its information
center should prove useful at this point.
The self-assessment should address itself
to such matters as the technical qualifications and professional performance of its
staff and the information center effectiveness on a week-to-week basis. The selfassessment should be made both on the
basis of information center standards and

on the basis of the expressed opinions of
its users as well. Where differences in the
two assessments are evident, it is obvious
that the information center, not the users,
has the greater problem.
Once the self-assessment has been
analyzed and conclusions reached on its
implications, decisions must be made on
continuation o r ex~ansion of currentlv
effective practices-and on new o r modified practices indicated by the analysis.
While the emphasis here would be on
the areas of performance most in need of
improvement, an unexpected bonus could
be the reassuring discovery of information
center strength and support.
3 ) Implementing ModiJied Policies.
Besides implementing improved information center practices o r continuing and
expanding existing ones, it will often be
found that good performance by the information center has not alwavs been
sufficiently evident to its users and to
management.
he techniques of correcting this unhappy condition are beyond the scope of
this article. T h e information c e n t e r
manager must adopt an imaginative long
range program to insure that good performance is recognized where it counts.
Some form of regular and systematic
means of self-assessment by the information center should be built into the
administrative policy by its manager,
rather than waiting for the appearance of
new threats to its existence at some unpredictable day in the future.

Appendix: Methods for Self-Assessment
To demonstrate how a self-assessment can
be established, some detailed illustrations of
the basic approach are provided here, together
with some observations as to how this approach
might be adapted to a range of infoikation
centers, depending on size and analytic skills.

studies has been substantially modified and
simplified, so that information center members
can use the techniques as nonprofessionals in
research. The methods outlined should be
considered as illustrations, not blueprints.

Self-Assessment vs. Research Studies

Variations in Information Center Size

The suggestions which follow are based on
fairly standard corporate staff evaluation techniques adapted for use bv the information
center. ~ h methodology
;
c&nmonly employed
by research specialists for staff performance

Effective self-assessment depends mainly on
the ability of the information center staff to undertake a project of this importance which is
objective, realistic and systematic, but simple,
informal and nontechnical as well.

W e need, however, to recognize that the size
and complexity, as well as the analytic ability
and style of any given information center staff
must be considered when deciding on the
specifics of such an undertaking.

The Small Information Center
The small information center with one o r
two professionals can readily adapt the suggestions on method which follow to initiate an uncomplicated, common sense review of performance. The staff should employ an unstructured approach, using a check list, organized
discussion and a brief written memorandum of
results and changes indicated.

The Medium-Sized Information Center
Departments with three to six professionals
have here been arbitrarily designated as medium-sized. With such a group, it may be desirable t o go one step beyond the unstructured
approach suggested for the small information
center, perhaps adding questionnaires and a
slightly larger sample.
In general, however, the method suggested
for the small information center can be used by
t h e medium-sized i n f o r m a t i o n c e n t e r essentially unchanged, except perhaps to expand
the number of persons selected outside the information center staff to provide ratings.

The Large Information Center
In information centers with more than six
professionals, self-assessment is normally not
feasible. Problems such as the selection of
persons outside the staff to rate performance,
the quantities necessary for an adequate reflection of opinions outside the information center
staff, the complexities of administering rating
forms and the analysis of consolidated answers
usually require the services of a skilled researcher.
A self-assessment for a large information
center should therefore not normally be attempted by the information center staff alone,
except in those rare instances where adequate
professional research skills a r e present in the
department itself. For this reason no detailed
discussion of self-assessment is included for the
larger information centers.

Approach for the Small and Medium-Sized
Information Center
1) Discuss t h e plan with all appropriate
personnel (information center staff and the

corporate supervisory executive to whom the
information center manager reports)-cover
objectives, scope, etc., of the planned selfassessment, provide the opportunity for all
c o n c e r n e d t o c o n t r i b u t e t o t h e planning
process insofar as appropriate.
2) Review written statement of information
center role and responsibilities. If none exists,
draft one.
3) Modify and update existing document.
4) Review with, and get agreement on, the
new statement from appropriate representatives of corporate management.
5) Develop check list for use in guiding the
review of performance. Expose it to information center staff and appropriate members of
corporate management (Exhibit A). Pre-test
the check list by trying it with a t least one
person outside the information center staff.
6) Evaluate performance by informal discussion within the information center, by discussions with selected users and nonusers
(Exhibit B). Simple check marks opposite each
function indicating p e r f o r m a n c e r a t i n g s
("satisfactory" or "needs improvement") can
be made during each discussion. A formal
questionnaire left with a respondent for completion is not recommended for the small information center. It may, however, b e
necessary for the medium-sized information
c e n t e r which requires a l a r g e r sample of
raters. In this case a check list can be left with
t h e rater, together with several additional
forms (see Exhibits C & D) designed to pick up
informal observations and attitudes normally
developed in the face-to-face interview but lost
when t h e r a t e r c o m p l e t e s a f o r m independently. Where it is necessary to substitute
self-executed forms, cooperation should be arranged for in advance and a completion d a t e
a g r e e d o n . T e l e p h o n e follow-up will b e
necessary in many cases to insure completion
of the forms on the date requested.
7) Compare ratings, particularly those of
t h e information center staff with those persons
outside the staff who have cooperated in the
ratings. If important differences exist in the
ratings of the two groups, attempt to determine the reasons behind the differences and
what should be done about them.
8) Evidence of high performance ratings,
particularly from outside t h e information
center staff, should be carefully noted for later
use-see subsequent comments on the use of
such positive evidence.
9) Review and assess the areas in need of
improvement with all concerned.
10) Write an informal memo, with copies to
the administrative supervisor responsible for
the information center and any other members

Exhibit A. Information Center Performance
Check List

Name, t~tle,function of persons with whom
performance w a s discussed:
Indicate appropriate rating, Satisfactory /
Needs Improvement / Not Sure, for each
quality listed.
1. Role Perception

lnformation center understand~ngof
how it should contribute to corporate
information needs.
2. Industry knowledge

Familiarity with industry
in which we operate.
3. Corporate knowledge

Extent of in-depth understanding
of our corporation.
4. Keeping us abreast

Amount and quality of background
and trend information sent.
unrequested, to staff and management
5. Resources and equipment
Adequacy of the information center
equipment, information resources. etc
6. Professional credentials

Quality of information center
profess~onalstaff (degrees, training,
experience, dedication, etc.).
7. Day-to-day center performance

Promptness, thoroughness. etc.. In
handling requests and assignments
8. lnformation center staff attitudes

Respons~veness,helpfulness. understanding
users' needs, empathy. Interest in outcome
of users' projects, etc.
9. Other qualities not listed

Fill in any appropriate quahty
not listed above and rate.
10. Overall assessment of t h e center

Comments-pro and con. Use reverse
side for additional comments if necessary

of management who would be interested. T h e
memo should specify areas in need of improvement, what steps a r e to be undertaken to accomplish improvement and solicit further suggestions to this end. Evidence of high performance ratings would properly be included.
Their impact will be substantially enhanced in

the context of a document which objectively
weighs both negative and positive findings.
I I) A plan should then be developed by t h e
information c e n t e r for regularly scheduled
assessments in the future, looking to long
range improvements in the information center
operation for t h e next five years.
12) T h e memo documenting t h e findings and
outlining this plan should b e reviewed with appropriate members of corporate management.
T h e information c e n t e r m a n a g e r should
select representative members of management
and corporate staff who, in his opinion, will
reflect an objective point of view, roughly
representative of the groups listed above.
T h e information center manager should not
attempt a precise cross section of corporate
management personnel since any such effort
would be entirely unrealistic in view of the
scope of this effort.

Observations on Exhibit B:
Selecting a Sample
It is important to keep in mind that this is a n
informal assessment, not a survey. A common
sense selection of non-information center corporate staff members to assist in this selfassessment is necessary. Such a group will give
a good indication of the information center
strengths and weaknesses from the outside,
and will point up any areas where the information center reputation differs from the assessment of its own staff.
T h e information so developed is likely to
point up broad areas in need of attention and
correction as well as documenting areas of information center strength. It cannot, however,
be expected to reflect a precise performance
rating of the type which would be provided by a
formal study.
Information Center S t a f l l T h e extent to
which the nonprofessionals on t h e information
center staff should be included must be a matter of judgment by the information center
manager. In general, when in doubt, they
should be included. In rating some areas of
performance, however (the quality of
professional training for example), a clerical
staff member, however dedicated, may not be
qualified to m a k e an assessment. Each information center manager will recognize and
d e t e r m i n e p a r t i c i p a t i o n by t h e n o n p r o fessionals in such a way as to compensate for
any limitations he perceives in these staff
members' capacity to reflect informed judgments.
Higher Level Management-The information c e n t e r m a n a g e r often h a s continuing

Exhibit B.

Suggested Sample
N u m b e r of Raters b y
l n f o r m a t i o n Center Size

1. l n f o r m a t i o n Center Staff
1-6 professionals
1-6 library assistants,
clerical staff; etc.

Small

Medium-Sized.

2-4

3-6

2. l n f o r m a t i o n Center Users A
Higher level management, department
heads, professional corporate
staff, etc.

3. l n f o r m a t i o n Center Users B
Assistants t o department heads,
middle level staff members. etc.

4. Selected nonusers

Exhibit C.

Sampling of users and nonusers middle management staff (not for information center
staff).
Overall Value of our l n f o r m a t i o n Center

Agree

Disagree

Not
Sure

-

It is an essential part of our corporate
organization
I t is indispensable t o me and my
department
It is a convenience t o have but not
really essential
I t gives us a competitive edge in
our industry
I t is worth every penny i t costs
It has real value t o some people and
departments in our organization, but
I am not sure ~t is worth its cost.
The one word or phrase which comes t o mind when I think of the
information center is

Name, Title, Function of R a t e r

direct contact with higher level executives
working on speeches, preparing for meetings
with t h e Board of Directors and similar
projects. When this is the case, the information
center manager may find it easy to recruit
selected members of this g r o u p who will
cooperate in providing ratings. Where this is
not the case, securing ratings from members of
management a t this level could be difficult and
no rules exist which will insure t h e availability
of ratings from this group. O n e means of
reaching individuals in management to which

the information center manager does not have
ready access is through members of t h a t
executive's staff, his secretary, his assistant,
etc., some of whom may have used the information center services for projects initiated
by him.
Selected Nonusers-These should include
p e r s o n s a t s e v e r a l levels, reflecting, f o r
example: a) Persons who should be users of the
information center, but who, for whatever
reason, a r e not. (The opinions of this group, although less likely to be complimentary o r ade-

Exhibit D. Primarily for information center
staff users (nonusers would probably be
insufficiently informed to provide this type of
information).

Strengths and Weaknesses
Information Center strengths in my opinion:
Biggest shortcomings:
(Please don't be polite and hold back on critical
observations to spare our feelings. Frank statements of how we can do a better job will often
prove of greater value than compliments-welcome as they are )
Name, Title, Function of Rater
0

0

quately informed, could prove more useful
than those of the enthusiastic staff users.) b )
Persons who seldom have any need for the information center services, but who because of
their position in management, have a voice in
corporate policy as it affects staff overhead and
the approval of information center budgets.

Interpreting and Summarizing the Findings
Clearly, careful judgment must be exercised
when interpreting ratings of information center
performance. O n e might expect a natural favorable bias when the information center staff
is rating its own performance. It is perhaps less
obvious t h a t t h e information c e n t e r staff
members can, on the other hand, introduce a
negative bias because of unrealistically high,
self-imposed standards.
Enthusiastic information center users, who
may have become friendly with t h e information
center staff can, understandably, reflect a favorable bias and minimize shortcomings they
might admit if they were completely objective.
Persons in a business organization, whether
neutral o r enthusiastic users of a staff service,
a r e loath to voice criticism in ratings of this
type, to avoid offending those with whom they
must spend their working hours.
While such bias can never be completely
eliminated, it can be minimized to some extent.
When securing the ratings, it should be made
clear to the rater that he does t h e information
center a genuine service when he points frankly
to shortcomings; conversely when, for
whatever reason, he fails to admit to their
existence, he is doing the center a disservice. It
is easier for the rater to point up problem areas
if the questions a r e put in a positive way:
" I n which of these areas can t h e information
center d o a b e t t e r j o b t o i m p r o v e its
service."

rather than:
" W h e r e is t h e information center failing t o
p e r f i r m up t o par?"

T h e information c e n t e r m a n a g e r should
generally discount to some extent the favorable
ratings and assume that unfavorable ratings
a r e more than likely to understate the problem. If negative judgments a r e strong enough
to surface even on a minimal basis, this usually
reflects a fairly strongly held attitude which
will seldom be fully expressed in the circumstances under which these ratings a r e made.
When interpreting these ratings, they should
be viewed a s non-quantitive indications of
performance, rather than precise measurements. Analysis should be on the basis of
simple inspection, not elaborate tabulation.
Obviously some simple counting of replies
will be necessary, particularly where larger
q u a n t i t i e s a r e involved. Even t h e l a r g e r
number of ratings, however, will still be too few
for reliable quantitive reporting.
Instead, once they have been analyzed and
interpreted, their significance in an informal
memo should be s t a t e d in non-quantitive
terms. For example:
" T h e ratings suggest that the injormation
center should expand its knowledge of the industry in which o u r corporation operates"
not:
"30% ($those rating the i n / ? ~ r m a t i o ncenter
indicated poor performance in the area of
knowledge o f o u r i n d u s t r j ~ "

Attaching percentages o r numerical values
to the ratings in a written document o r including numerical tables implies a statistical precision for the findings not justified by the small
quantities available for analysis.
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MEDLINE Use in a University
Without a School of Medicine
Eileen E. Hitchingham
Oakland University, Kresge Library, Rochester, Mich. 48036

M E D L I N E (MEDLARS-On-Line)
s e a r c h e s were m a d e available t o a
university community which does not have
a school of medicine, but which supports
graduate programs in psychology, biology,
engineering, education, and physics.
Thirty-six searches were completed over a
four-month period and 27 evaluations
were returned. The average precision
value was 53.9%; average unit cost in

minutes of terminal time per relevant citation was 0.96 minute. Twenty-five of the
searches evaluated were found to be of
considerable or major importance. All
users completing evaluation forms indic a t e d willingness t o pay for f u t u r e
searches. Introduction of the service had a
minimal effect on the library's document
delivery system.

M E D L I N E , an on-line form of the Medical Literature Analysis and Retrieval
System became operational late in 1971
(1). Although MEDLINE is most often
considered a p p r o p r i a t e to questions
generated in a medical research library o r
in a patient-care situation, this study attempts to indicate MEDLINE's utility in
a university which does not include a medical school, but does support graduate programs in psychology, biology, engineering,
education, physics, sociology and chemistry, areas relevant to the MEDLINE
data base.
Six objectives were considered in this
investigation: 1) to determine the interest
of the university community in retrospective searches of the MEDLINE data base;
2) to determine a performance measure in
subject disciplines, i.e., a unit cost of
minutes of terminal time expended per
relevant citation retrieved (2); 3) to determine user satisfaction with the MED-

LINE system in terms of relevance of
citations retrieved; 4) to determine user
satisfaction with the MEDLINE system in
terms of an expression of willingness to
pay a specific amount ($0-$50) for future
M E D L I N E searches; 5) to determine
user interest in o t h e r d a t a bases
(CA Condensates, C A I N , I N F O R M ,
ERIC, NTIS, INSPEC, PSYCH. ABSTRACTS) in terms of an expression
of willingness to pay a specific amount
($0-$50) for searches in these systems; 6)
to determine the impact of participation in
the MEDLINE system on the library's
ability to supply relevant documents cited
in the searches.
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Methods

The study covered a period of four
months, January-April 1974, the winter
semester at Oakland University. Announcements outlining the capabilities of

the MEDLINE system for retrospective
searches were sent to all faculty and students early in January. An attempt was
made to include examples of searches
which would appeal to a number of disciplines. The notice indicated that searches
would be provided free to faculty or students with search requests appropriate to
t h e system, in exchange for the requester's agreement to participate in evaluation of the search results.
A search request form was devised calling for a written statement of the search
question by the requester and an indication of how the search results would be
used-on-going
research, writing a research paper, writing a review article o r
book chapter, preparing a lecture o r other
teaching function, etc.
Appointments for terminal use to access the system were arranged in cooperation with the Shiffman Medical Library,
W a y n e S t a t e University (Regional
Medical Library for the Kentucky, Ohio,
Michigan area). Shiffman allowed outside
users familiar with the system to use their
terminal for searching at a rate of $3.00
per half hour or portion thereof, plus $0.10
per page for off-line citations. (The present rate is $7.50 per half hour.)
Retrieval results were reviewed and
then sent with an evaluation form to the
requester. It was originally intended that
an additional copy of search output be
sent to the requester with the original, so
that one copy could be returned for
evaluation and the other kept for his own
use. However, making copies of all search
results proved to be both time consuming
and expensive; a f t e r t h e first t h r e e
searches only the original was sent to the
requester
T h e evaluation form indicated t h e
number of unique citations generated in
the search, and the cost of the search if
connect-time at $0.10 per minute and offline page costs had been assessed to the
user. The user was asked to indicate for
each citation whether the citation was
relevant but already known to him (RK);
relevant-unknown to him ( R U ) ; peripherally relevant (PR); o r irrelevant (I).
In addition, he was asked to consider the
value of t h e citation components

a u t h o r ( s ) , title of the article, journal
name, and subject headings-as an aid to
his assessment of relevance (major,
considerable, minor, no value), and to indicate for these same categories (major,
etc.) the value of the search. To equate
this value judgment with a dollar value the
user was asked how much he would be
willing to pay for future searches on a
scale of $0-$50. An attempt was made to
assess the requester's interest in other
data bases by including a brief notation of
the content and capabilities of each
system, and asking the user whether he
would be interested on a scale of $0-$50.
Space was provided for the user's comments on the M E D L I N E system o r
search services in general.
Evaluation forms and searches returned
by the user were used to calculate precision, and a unit cost in minutes of terminal
time per relevant citation; in addition, the
percentage of relevant articles unavailable
in the library was calculated for each
search. A follow-up was done on interlibrary loan transactions to determine how
many of the relevant, unavailable items
were requested in this manner.
Results

Twenty-one faculty and students made
use of the service during the study period,
generating a total of 36 searches in five
subject fields. (With no additional publicity, 15 searches have been requested on
a fee basis since the grant expired.) Eight
of the 21 users became aware of the
M E D L I N E service through a recommendation from someone who had already
used the service, supporting other implications that word-of-mouth advertising may
be the best publicity for information retrieval services (3). Table 1 indicates the
number of users by discipline and the
number of searches by discipline.
The purpose for which the searches
were requested included 18 searches for
on-going research, 10 searches for writing
a research paper, 3 searches for writing a
book chapter or review article, and 9
other. Some users checked more than one
purpose. "Other" included such reasons
as work on Master's thesis, shift in re-

Table 1 . N u m b e r

of

Users and N u m b e r

of

Searches by Discipline

Faculty

Students

# Users

# Searches

7
2
1
2
1

10
6
1
4
1

13

22

Psychology
Engineering
Biology
Sociology
Physics
All Disciplines

#

Total

#

# Searches

# Users

6

10

-

-

20
6
5
4
1
36

Users

-

-

-

-

13
2
3
2
1

8

14

21

2

4

Searches

Table 2. Search Characteristics
Minutes
of Terminal
Use

Number
of Boolean
Linkages

Number
of Unique
Citations

Number
of Off-line
Pages

All Searches
Students
Faculty
Psychology
(20 searches)
Engineering
(6 searches)
Biology
(5 searches)
Sociology
(4 searches)
Physics
(1 search)
' Mean, median. range

search interest, and lecture to a community group. A number of searches concerned the aged: homes for the aged in
countries other than the U.S.; religious
affiliation and the acceptance of the concept of death by the aged; reaction of the
aged to institutionalization; and use of
reality therapy with institutionalized aged.
Other areas searched were holographic
applications in biomedicine; the role of
physics in nursing and nursing education,
and protein receptors in demyelinating
disease.
Search Characteristics

The average search took 32 minutes of
terminal connect time and required 25
linkages by Boolean operators (this is not
equivalent to the number of terms used in
the search since MEDLINE has an explosion capability, i.e., a number of terms of

interest in a search can be retrieved by
typing the categorized code of a broader
term which is also of interest, e.g., by typing in EXPLODE F1.41, the code for
EMOTIONS, YOU retrieve not only citations
indexed for EMOTIONS but also citations
for particular emotions: AFFECT; ANGER;
ANXIETY; A N X I E T Y , SEPARATION; B O R E DOM; EUPHORIA; FEAR; FRUSTRATIOK;
GRIEF; GUILT; HAPPINESS; HATE;
HOSTILITY; JEALOUSY; LAUGHTER; L O V E .
The average number of unique citations
generated per search was 185, with an
average of 33 pages per search being
generated off-line. Table 2 indicates mean,
median, and range for minutes of terminal
time, number of Boolean operator
linkages, number of unique citations
generated, and number of pages printed
off-line for all searches, for searches by
user classification (faculty, student) and
for searches by discipline.

Table 3. Precision and Unit Cost
Precision
(No. of Relevant
citations retrieved)/
(No. of citations
retrieved)

--

All searches
Students
Faculty
Psychology
(17 searches)
Engineer~ng
( 4 searches)
B~ology
(5 searches)
Sociology
(1 search)

Unit Cost
(No. minutes of
terminal use)/
(No. of relevant
citations retrieved)

53.9, 55 3. 9.1-1 00.0'
60.0, 62.9, 12.3-1 00.0
47.3, 3 4 1, 9.1 --100.0

56.7

'Mean. med~anrange

Search Evaluation

Twenty-seven (75%) search evaluation
forms were returned by the users. All
students returned the evaluation forms
while only 13 out of 22 faculty searches
were evaluated, even though follow-up
calls were made for missing evaluations.
Of the 27 searches evaluated 25 were
found t o b e of m a j o r o r considerable value to the user; two were considered to be of minor value. In considering t h e value of citation components
(author, title, journal name, subject headings) for determining relevance, all of the
users indicated that they found the title to
be of major or considerable importance;
67% found the subject headings to be of
major o r considerable importance. For
economical reasons many M E D L I N E citations printed off-line appear in an
author, title, journal mode. T h e addition
of subject headings would increase off-line
page charges. In light of the importance
that users in this study attached to the inclusion of subject headings for determining relevance it might be worthwhile to
consider this option in off-line prints if it is
likely to increase user ease in determining
citation relevance.
Precision values were calculated for
each search evaluated, with precision defined as the number of unique relevant citations retrieved (RK + R U + P R )
divided by the total number of unique citaAPRIL 1976

tions retrieved (RK + R U + PR + I).
The average precision value for the 27
searches evaluated was 53.9%, falling
between the 50% noted by Lancaster in
the M E D L A R S study and the 63.1 % he
found in the AIM-TWX study ( 2 ) . FOL
comparative purposes unit cost was defined as the number of unique relevant citations retrieved divided into the number
of minutes spent at the terminal, similar
to the method employed by Lancaster.
The average unit cost for the 27 searches
evaluated was found to be 0.96 minute per
relevant citation, with a median unit cost
of 0.48 minute. For 74% of the searches
the unit cost was 1 minute or less. While
this is lower than the 4.5 minutes average,
and 3.4 minutes median unit costs noted
by Lancaster, it is difficult to determine
how much of the decrease should be discounted by t h e difference in terminal
transmission speed, i.e., 30 cps in this
study and 10 cps in AIM-TWX. Table 3
indicates mean, median, and range values
for precision and unit cost for all searches,
for searches by user classification and for
searches by discipline.
Would They Pay for MEDLINE?

Each individual returning the evaluation
form indicated a willingness to pay for fut u r e M E D L I N E s e a r c h e s , with t h e
amount they would pay ranging from
$2.50 to $50. The faculty member who

Table 4. Amount Requester Would Pay for a MEDLINE Search and Estimated Times
of Use Per Year in Relation to Actual Cost and Precision

Amount
Would Pay

Faculty

Student

No. of Times
Would Use

Actual
Cost

%
! 2.20

86.3

1 .OO

100.0

$ 2.50

x

Not Given

$50.00

x

1

Precision

'Faculty member in Psychology who indicated a different amount willing to pay for each search.
0

designated $2.50 as a proper amount felt
that the service should be provided free,
with the $2.50 to be charged as a service
fee to discourage frivolous use of the
system. Half of the students indicated that
they would be willing to pay $5 for
searches, predictable perhaps, since the
actual cost of their searches was less than
$5. However, two students with searches
costing less than $5 indicated that they
would pay $10 for searches; two others,
also with search costs less than $5, indic a t e d a willingness t o pay $20 f o r
s e a r c h e s . S o m e concern h a s been
expressed about the necessity of establishing a method to support student searches
when an information retrieval system is introduced into an academic library (4).
This is a legitimate concern but paying
money to satisfy information needs is not
necessarily foreign to a student's way of
thinking. Anyone who has watched a line
of students using a copying machine,
investing nickel after nickel for the convenience of not having to take notes of
readings, must realize that students are
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willing to pay considerable amounts for
this convenience.
Precision values achieved in t h e
searches appeared to have little relation to
the amount an individual would pay. The
faculty member with one of the higher
precision rates, 86.3%, indicated t h e
lowest amount willing to pay, $2.50. One
faculty member in psychology indicated
three different amounts willing to pay, $5
for a search with a precision of 20.0%, $10
with a precision of 9.1%, and $15 with a
precision of 23.2%, perhaps indicating that
in the user's mind some search topics are
more valuable, or of more immediate use
than others. Table 4 gives the amount the
user indicated he would pay and the estimated times he would use MEDLINE in a
year, related to actual cost and precision
of searches.
Interest in Other Data Bases
Since 17 of the searches evaluated were
for individuals in the discipline of psychology, i n t e r e s t in t h e use of t h e
Psychological Abstracts data base might

Table 5. Interest in Other Data Bases
No. W h o
Would not Use

N o . W h o Would
Use if Free

No. W h o
Would Pay

CA Condensates

10

3

$ 5.00 (2)
$25.00 ( 1 )

CAlN

10

4

$ 5.00
$50.00

INFORM

12

2

$10.00 (1)
$50.00 (1)

ERIC

6

6

$ 5.00
$10.00
$25.00
$30.00

NTlS

6

9

$25.00 (1)

INSPEC
PSYCH ABSTRACTS

12

(1)
(1)

(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)

-

2

be expected. This proved true, with 14 of
the 16 users indicating such interest, at a
rate ranging from $2.50 to $50. There was
some interest expessed for each of the
data bases indicated on the evaluation
form. Table 5 gives user response as to
whether they would not use, would use if
free, or amount they would pay for CA
Condensates, CAIN, ERIC, NTIS, 1NF O R M , I N S P E C , and PSYCHOLOGICAL ABSTRACTS.
Document Delivery
One of the problems anticipated by this
author in exposing the university communitv to an information retrieval svstem
was an overload on the interlibrary loan
department, since many of the journals
indexed for MEDLINE are not held by
the library. This overload did not materialize. Although 54% of the citations
deemed relevant by the user were not
available in the university library, only
4.1% of these citations were requested
through the interlibrary loan process.
Geographical location is perhaps the biggest factor in this outcome. Both the commuter student population and the faculty

find access to materials at Wayne State
University, at a distance of 30 miles, not
to be a hardship. It was felt that the recording of journal titles containing relevant citations unavailable at the library,
was a worthwhile method for recommending future periodical acquisitions.
Conclusions
The data reviewed in this study are insufficient to determine a unit cost of
minutes of terminal time per relevant citation for the individual disciplines; psychology searches far outnumber searches
in other subject areas. Hindsight suggests
that the inability to determine recall
values for the searches evaluated (sufficient funding for broader scale comparative searches for each search were not
available) means that unit cost and precision in this study is a measure of the
ability to provide some relevant references
rather than an indication of how close the
approach was to the ideal of all and only
relevant references. It also appears that
precision values achieved for searches
may, to some extent, be dependent upon
the depth of knowledge of the particular

user. Student searches evaluated had a
mean precision value of 60.0% while the
mean value for faculty searches was
47.3%. This may be indicative of less
critical judgment on the part of students
as to what is, o r is not relevant to their
topic. Faculty members are more likely to
be aware of the field of literature for their
particular question and thus exercise
greater selectivity.
It does appear, however, that in regard
t o user satisfaction M E D L I N E can operate at least as effectively in the academic sector as in a medical o r clinical
situation. Tapping the ability of the MEDL I N E system to solve some information
needs arising in an academic community
would be a profitable area of exploration
for academic libraries to consider. MEDL I N E offers a relatively inexpensive
method for introducing faculty and
s t u d e n t s t o an information retrieval
system. Satisfaction with M E D L I N E
searches might create a climate favorable
to the introduction of other on-line services in the library. While it may not be
possible to arrange for individual use of a
MEDLINE terminal (the best method of
exploiting the interactive capabilities of
on-line searching) an alternate avenue,
sending search requests to the nearest
M E D L I N E facility could be employed by
libraries wishing to access M E D L I N E (-5).
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University Industrial Relations Libraries:
An Overview
Martha Jane Soltow
Michigan S t a t e University, School of Labor and Industrial Relations, East Lansing,
Mich. 48824

One of the factors reflecting the growth
of the multidisciplinary field known as industrial relations is the burgeoning of related centers. The special libraries which
have developed in conjunction with the industrial relations centers vary in their organizational patterns and primary areas of

interest. The Committee of University Industrial Relations Librarians ( C U I R L )
has published a number of solid reference
works, the result of a cooperative effort by
all members. T h e current concern is the
development of an industrial relations information network.

THEE S T A B L I S H M E N T and growth of

Industrial relations as a "problem
area" was brought into focus in 1947 with
t h e establishment of the Industrial Relations Research Association by a group of
scholars whose backgrounds were mainly
labor economics and law. The associa-

industrial relations libraries paralleled the
growth of a discipline which involves many
fields of study. Persons trained in economics, sociology, psychology, history,
law, business, and, to a lesser extent,
political science a r e all equally at home in
the field. The broad scope of industrial
relations is what makes it so difficult to
define precisely. In the broadest sense, it
deals with all aspects of the relationship of
the individual worker o r groups of workers
to the employer. Another dimension is the
interaction of the agencies of government
with workers and managers.
Over the past 35 years, an increasing
number of scholars and practitioners have
been entering the steadily growing field of
industrial relations. Three factors emphasizing this growth a r e t h e establishment of the Industrial Relations Research
Association, t h e increase in industrial
relations c e n t e r s , and t h e increase in
degree programs offered through various
universities (Tables 1 and 2).
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Table 1 . Industrial Relations Institutes
Established by Decade
Decade

Number Established

Source. Compiled from data In Herman. Georglanna. ed. / Personnel and Industrial Relat~ons
Colleges: A n A S P A Directory. Berea. Ohlo.
American Society of Personnel Admm~strators.

1974.

195

Table 2.

Degrees Granted i n lndustrial Relations, 1960-1 971 f r o m A l l U. S. Universities
Bachelors

--

Years

Total

Men

1960-61
1961-62
1962-63
1963-64
1964-65
1965-66
1966-67
1967-68
1968-69
1969-70
1970-71

860
685
856
768
685
918
979
1064
972
874
1148

826
648
814
729
642
860
916
1021
920
807
1094

Masters

-

Doctors

- -

Women

Total

Men

Women

Total

34
37
42
39
43
58
63
43
52
67
54

151
147
145
218
175
183
216
253
287
274
300

145
141
143
209
170
178
210
245
275
254
284

6
6
2
9
5
5
6
8
12
20
16

8
6
8
6
8
15
17
15
13
19
25

M e n Women

8
6
7
6
8
15
15
15
12
19
24

1
0

2
1
1

Source: Compiled from data in U.S. Department of Health. Education and Welfare / Earned Degrees
Conferred. Washington. D.C., Government Printing Offices, 1963..

Table 3.

Occupational Classification of lndustrial Relations Research Association Members

OCCUPATIONAL CATEGORY

1949

1954

1960

1966

1972

Academic
Administration
Business Administration
Economics
lndustrial Relations
Law
Political Science
Psychology
Sociology
Student
Other (Including Unspecified)
Academic Totals
Arbitration
Consultation
Government
Legal
Management and Business
Union
Other (Including Unspecified)
Total
Source: Compiled from data in lndustrial Relations Research Association. Membership Directory Handbook. Madison. Wis.. 1973.

tion's purpose is "the encouragement of
research in all aspects of the field of
labor-social,
political, economic, legal
and psychological-including
employer-employee organization, labor relations, personnel administration, social se-

curity, and labor legislation" (I). Table 3
indicates the variety of disciplines included under the umbrella of "industrial
relations" and also shows the growth in
the various classifications of the field from
1949 through 1972.

Growth of Centers

The second indicator of the growth in
this area is the burgeoning of industrial
relations centers. Although these are also
known a s "institutes,"
"schools,"
"bureaus," and "sections," they shall be
referred to here as "centers." The term
will mean any academic group established
for the purpose of instruction and research in the industrial relations field;
generally, degree programs are offered although not always.
Industrial relations became a major
field of study in American universities in
the 1930s and 1940s due in part to the
passage of the National Labor Relations
Act and the rise of industrial unionism.
During this period the labor movement
emerged as a strong force, and one function of some of the newly created centers
was education and training for union
leaders, often in the form of off-campus
instruction.
The majority of the centers came into
being after World War 11, but five were
established in the 1920s and 1930s. The
oldest centers are located at Princeton
University, California I n s t i t u t e of
Technology, Stanford University, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and the
University of Michigan. Almost all of
these were partially financed by grants
from t h e Rockefellers. Many of t h e
centers, especially those established in the
1960s and 1970s, developed to meet the
demands of an increasingly complex industrial society.
The third indicator of the importance of
industrial relations today is the growth of
degree granting programs. Not all centers
granted degrees initially; Michigan State
University was one such center. Table 2
shows the general increase in degrees
granted from 1960 through 1971.
Organization and Functions

To meet the research needs of scholars
and practitioners, industrial relations libraries developed. Indeed, in at least one
instance, the library existed before the research center was established (2, p.155).
The multi-disciplinary nature of the field

had made it more necessary than ever to
develop special libraries.
Formal industrial relations training has
not been a necessary prerequisite for the
librarians in charge of these collections,
nor has a library degree always been
essential. As recently as the early 1960s,
only about one-half of the librarians attached to the major industrial relations
centers had library degrees, and not all of
these were on the master's level. Just one
librarian had formal training in industrial
relations (3).
Industrial relations libraries differ both
in their organizational patterns and in
areas of interest emphasized. Some libraries a r e autonomous units housed
within the industrial relations center such
as at Chicago and Cornell; others, like
those at Michigan and Purdue, developed
in conjunction with the business school libraries; still others are found in a special
section of t h e central library as a r e
Princeton and Michigan State.
There is no "best" way to organize the
library. If the budget permits, locating the
collection within the industrial relations
center is most advantageous for t h e
faculty and students of that center. But
the multi-disciplinary nature of the field
means that users will be coming from
diverse departments across the university.
For this reason, it is perhaps most efficient
for the collection to be housed in the
central library. If it is located there, other
advantages exist such as proximity to
government documents collections and
the general reference section.
Areas of interest emphasized within the
industrial relations libraries often reflect
t h e center's orientation. For instance,
Minnesota, Chicago, and Michigan tend
to be stronger in management related
areas such as personnel administration
and organizational behavior while Cornell,
Princeton, and Michigan State emphasize
various aspects of labor including trade
unions, collective bargaining, and employment/unemployment problems.
In addition to books and standard
reference works, these special libraries
collect "fugitive" material such as report
l i t e r a t u r e containing t h e results of
scholarly research and constitutions and
~

-

convention proceedings of unions. Documentary material such as strike bulletins
and organizing leaflets, collective labor
agreements, newspapers and magazines of
both companies and unions, and employee
manuals and handbooks from personnel
departments are also acquired.
The librarian is sometimes assisted in
selecting this specialized material by the
faculty and students of the center either
informally o r by a structured library committee. More often, the responsibility of
selection rests solely with the industrial
relations librarian.
An important aspect of the acquisitions
function is the ability to anticipate future
areas of interest such as automation in the
early 1960s, collective bargaining among
public employees and problems of
minority employment in the middle 1960s
and early 1970s.
Services

In addition to general reference work,
the industrial relations library may offer
special services, the extent of which is
governed by staff size. Librarians often
compile bibliographies on particular subjects on request and answer telephone inauiries.
Another service offered by some of the
libraries involves annotating and abstracting periodical literature for inclusion in the
centers' newsletters or as part of their acquisitions lists. Two outstanding examples
are the management related abstracts
published by the Industrial Relations
Center at the University of Chicago and
the selective annotated acquisitions list
published by the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology. Unannotated lists a r e
issued by seven or eight centers and are
useful aids in book selection.
Librarians frequently a l e r t faculty
members to new publications which may
be of interest. In time, a computerized selective dissemination of information
system will enable this service to be
performed m o r e systematically and
efficiently.
The industrial relations librarians sometimes instruct classes in the use of specialized reference sources. This may take

the form of classes held in the library for
students and other interested parties, o r it
may involve meeting with labor groups
throughout t h e s t a t e . A t least o n e
university has experimented with the latter and found it to be useful for union
leaders; emphasis has been primarily on
collective bargaining and a r b i t r a t i o n
sources. Each presentation is tailored to
meet the needs of the union involved.

CUIRL
Special problems face the librarian in
collecting materials across such diverse
fields as economics, sociology, psychology,
history and political science. It was in part
to meet this need that the Committee of
University Industrial Relations Librarians
(CUIRL) was formed in 1947.
In 1946, a group of directors of industrial relations centers met at t h e
University of Minnesota to e x ~ l o r ethe
possibility of inter-university cooperation
of library facilities ( 4 ) .The following year,
16 librarians and four directors m e t a t the
Industrial Relations C e n t e r of t h e
University of Chicago and officially established C U I R L . "Officially establish" is
almost too formal a phrase, for, to this
day, C U I R L is totally unstructured.
There are no bylaws, no constitutions, no
officers, no dues. The members meet once
a year, generally at a university and close
to the time and place of the Special Libraries Association meeting.
With a few exceptions, C U I R L members are university librarians; U.S. Department of Labor, Canada Department
of Labour, New York State Department
of Labor, and the New York Public Library a r e represented on an advisory
basis. Over the years, anywhere from six
t o seventeen institutions have been
represented at the annual meetings. The
number of persons attending has ranged
from eight to twenty-six.
The place of meeting is voluntarily set
each year and the host of the meeting is
responsible for a "newsletter" and the
publication of that year's proceedings.
The primary purpose of these meetings is
to report on the progress of current
projects and discuss future undertakings.

C U I R L has been responsible for publishing a number of solid reference works,
and, almost without exception, these were
the result of a cooperative effort by all
members.
The first of these publications was A
Standard List of Headings in Industrial
Relations, published by t h e Industrial
Relations Section of Princeton University.
It was compiled by a special subcommittee of C U I R L for use in the libraries. For
years this was kept up-to-date by frequent
supplements; it has been widely used by
universities, unions and companies and
has provided an in-depth approach to the
industrial relations field. A valuable concomitant of these headings is their scope
notes or definitions. For instance, the
scope note for "Collective Bargaining"
reads, "Use for material on the process by
which representatives of a company (or
companies) and its employees, through
their representatives, discuss and negotiate the various phases of their relationship with a view to arriving at a
mutually acceptable labor agreement."
The headings were used as a basis for
the original List of Descriptors of the
International Labour Office Library. The
list is used in the office's subiect analvsis
of books, pamphlets and pe;iodical articles.
Another early reference work was
published in 1956 by the New York State
School of Industrial and Labor Relations.
American Labor Union Periodicals; a
Guide to Their Location was compiled by
Bernard G. Naas and Carmelita S. Sakr.
The Exchange Bibliography series is a
continuous publication. It consists of subject bibliographies of varying lengths,
generally compiled at the request of companies, unions, o r industrial relations
centers. If t h e industrial relations librarian chooses, the bibliography is sent
to the industrial relations center at the
University of Illinois for reproduction and
distribution. The value of the series lies
not so much in its definitive nature but in
the large number (1,623), covering a multitude of topics. American and foreign
universities, corporations, government
agencies and unions are on the mailing list
to receive the Exchange Bibliographies.

Another project is an annual compilation of theses and dissertations in the industrial relations field. Recently, these cumulated in a publication of Xerox
University Microfilm, entitled Industrial
Relations T h e s e s and Dissertations,
1949-1969 which was edited by John
Houkes of the Krannert Library, Purdue
University.
In 1958, under the editorship of Margaret Brickett, librarian of the U.S. Department of Labor, a project was started
which ultimately became a union list of
labor union constitutions and proceedings.
It never went beyond the preliminary
stage and in 1965, the author edited the
Preliminary Union List o f American
Trade Union Constitutions and Proceedings. Even though it was never revised by
t h e participating libraries, t h e list
continues t o be of use t o research
scholars.
In 1974, a directory entitled Personnel
and Industrial Relations Colleges: A n
A S P A Directory, was published by the
American Society of Personnel Administrators under the editorship of Georgianna
Herman, industrial relations librarian at
the University of Minnesota. For each
college and university offering courses in
t h e industrial relations field, it lists
degrees offered, courses offered and a
roster of the faculty.
Information Network
While these projects are important, the
concern of librarians and directors in
recent years has turned to developing an
industrial relations information network.
The next 10 to 15 years should see
major changes in information retrieval
systems. Traditional indexes will not be
able to keep up with the proliferation of
printed matter. Computerized information retrieval systems will become an integral part of the library. If librarians have
been valuable in the past, they will be
doubly so in the future. With the sophistication in library technology, they will be
highly trained subject specialists, who will
link the research scholar to the computerized data.
In December 1966, at the Industrial
Relations Research Association meeting,

Professor Louis Ferman of the Institute
of Labor and Industrial Relations, University of Michigan-Wayne State University,
initially proposed the establishment of an
"Industrial Relations Information
System." At the 1967 Spring meeting of
the same association, Gormley Miller,
who at that time was Industrial Relations
Librarian at Cornell, presented to the directors a proposal for a "Feasibility Study
of Centralized Information Services in Industrial Relations." The following year
the study was undertaken to investigate
"the nature and scope of information
resources in the participating industrial
relations libraries and the nature of information needs of librarians, institute
faculty and staff, and other library users,
in order to determine whether common information resources o r needs existed" (5).
As a result of this study, the following
points were concluded: 1) The specialized
data needs of researchers were not being
met, and these needs were often local in
character. 2) There seemed to be no
identifiable core of data that the majority
of researchers needed, nor would they be
willing to have it collected on a cooperative basis. 3) Miscellaneous pamphlet material could not easily be selected, acquired, and processed on a centralized
basis. 4) A core of 131 heavily used basic
journals and serials could be identified. 5)
Certain other sources of information such
as publications of the U.S. Department of
Labor. the National Industrial Conference Board, and the American Management Association could be identified. 6)
The existing indexing services were neither comprehensive nor timely enough to
meet the needs of researchers.
Primarily as a result of items 4 and 6,
C U I R L recommended that steps be taken
to develop and publish an indexing service
which would more quickly and precisely
index the 131 core journals; the service,
as such, never materialized.
This concern about the inadequacies of
the existing indexing systems was the
forerunner of efforts to establish an industrial relations bibliographic data bank
in the U.S. The drive for such a bank has
been spearheaded by Cornell's School of
Industrial and Labor Relations.

A bibliographic data bank exists at the
International Labour Office, Geneva,
Switzerland. In the future, Cornell may
combine its bibliographic information with
that of the ILO, thus making available a
vast quantity of literature, international in
focus. When and if this becomes a reality,
Cornell will share with the I L O t h e
responsibility of providing bibliographic
data for U.S. and Canadian material. This
will leave the ILO free to concentrate on
international aspects of labor.
Before the actual system can be established, a thesaurus of terms must be
developed. In 1974 Cornell received a
grant from the U.S. Department of Labor
to develop a thesaurus of standard terms
for use in indexing, subject analyzing, and
abstracting publications on public sector
labor relations. This should provide a
valuable b a s e for a m o r e general
thesaurus of industrial relations terms.
An industrial relations information network in the U.S. appears now to be a distinct possibility. Through the financial
assistance of the U.S. Department of
Labor, the willingness of Cornell to
assume the major responsibility for the
system, and the expertise provided by the
C U I R L group, a computerized information retrieval svstem in industrial relations
may be available in the near future.

Summary
Industrial relations librarians have always been service oriented. They have not
only assumed responsibility for collecting,
preserving and making available specialized resources but, more importantly,
they have developed new bibliographic
tools by which the researcher may expand
his knowledge. They have adapted to new
technology as evidenced by their involvement with the industrial relations information network. The future use of the computer will further enhance their value to
the research scholar.
The organization of C U I R L has stimulated intellectual activity. Its unstructured
nature has made it possible for members
to concentrate on ways to serve research
scholars more efficiently while spending a

minimum amount of time on administrative details.
The directors of the major centers have
recognized that the quality of their programs is directly related to the quality of
the library. As long ago as 1953, an industrial relations professor summed up his
thoughts on the value of industrial relations libraries:
"In the field of industrial relations, specialized library services are indispensable
investments. And, as these specialized libraries grow, the investments in them
yield compound interest. The more the library has done in the past, the greater is
its capacity for contribution in the future,
because it is always accumulating and sifting information. Thus, even if we had to
suspend our research operation for a few
years, we would certainly not want to cut
off our library services, for it is working
day-in-and-day-out gathering and ciassifying the basic materials upon which all fut u r e training a n d r e s e a r c h activities
depend" (2, p. 157-158 ).
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Bibliography and Reference Aids
in the Physics Library
Martha J. Bailey
Purdue University, Physics Library, West Lafayette, Ind. 47907

The staff members of the Purdue
University Physics Library have developed several methods for aiding students
and faculty in using the Physics Library
and the Purdue University Libraries and
Audio-visual Center system. These include distributing a "Physics Library
Handbook," preparing a lecture on literature searching, developing "A Brief Guide

to Physics Literature," and preparing bibliographies on specific subjects. They also
have prepared aids which the staff as well
as t h e clientele use, such as quick
reference guides, a file of new abbrevia- .
tions and acronyms, a file of journal title
abbreviations, and a subject file of journal
titles.

THETASK of subject specialists and/or
branch and departmental librarians is to
attempt to interpret the library system or
the library collection to both the researcher and the undergraduate. The
trend in research is toward interdisciplinary efforts, but many large academic
libraries have branch or departmental
subject collections. In an effort to attract
students, many faculty members are incorporating into undergraduate courses
topics such as the social responsibilities of
scientists or the environmental implications of nuclear reactors. Many graduate
students are working in applied fields such
as bionucleonics or biophysics. The teaching faculty member, the researcher, and
the graduate student want to know where
to find specific items in the system while
the undergraduate sometimes wants to
know something about the subject.
The Purdue University Physics Library
staff uses several methods to aid students
in orienting themselves to the Physics Li-

brary and to the Purdue University Libraries Audio-visual Center system: preparing a handbook, a guide to the literature, a lecture on literature searching, and
bibliographies on specific subjects. The library also has tools which the staff as well
as the clientele use, such as quick reference guides, a file of new abbreviations
and acronyms, a subject file of journal
titles, and a file of journal title abbreviations. Some of these projects were
described briefly in the Physics-Astronomy-Mathematics Division bulletin (I ).
The reasons these projects were initiated are 1) the large number of libraries
in the system, 2) revisions in the Dewey
classification, and 3) problems with fitting
physics terminology to the Library of
Congress subject heading list.
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Number of Libraries

Due to the subject range of the departmental libraries at Purdue, a book on low

temperature, for example, might be
located in t h e physics collection, in
mechanical engineering, or in aeronautical
engineering. In the schedules for the Library of Congress Classification and for
the Dewey Decimal Classification, there
are separate numbers for solid state
chemistry and solid s t a t e physics;
however, the same books are used by
chemists, physicists, electrical engineers,
mechanical engineers, and materials
science people. In the Purdue University
library system there is not a rigid
program to place material according to
classification number. and there is no
restriction on the number of copies of a
title that may be purchased. For example,
most of t h e departmental libraries
purchase math tables, and materials on
the history and philosophy of science are
purchased by the General Library and the
science libraries. The departmental libraries staff members have difficulty in
answering general reference questions because their collections are geared to special subjects. In the Physics Library an attempt is made to alleviate these problems
by preparing bibliographies on a wide
range of topics and by maintaining a list of
quick reference titles.
Published Schedules
The revisions in the various editions of
the Dewey schedule mean that monographs on a particular topic are scattered
even in a departmental collection. For
example, in t h e 1940s-1950s electromagnetism was cataloged under 538.8,
in the 1960s under 537, and currently it is
under 530.141. Of course, each library
system must decide whether to revise the
numbers on volumes or just wait until the
material is discarded. This confusion is
alleviated in the physics library by listing
on bibliographies the various classification
numbers under which material may be
found.
Subject Headings
Berman (2) has been writing about the
inadequacies and biases of the LC subject
heading list, and the physics people also

seem to be shortchanged. LC does not
have a subject heading "high energy"; a
person must look under various headings
to find material, such as Nuclear physics,
Particles (Nuclear physics), Collisions
(Nuclear physics), Scattering (Physics),
Weak interactions (Nuclear Physics). In
the past year LC commenced using the
subject heading "Solid state chemistry";
previously everything was placed under
"Solids." In the Physics Department the
research groups are divided into theoretical and experimental projects. However,
LC does not include the terms
"theoretical physics" or "experimental
solid state physics." Often the subheadings for dictionaries, handbooks, directories, or congresses are not used on the
catalog cards. Unless t h e cataloger
revises the printed card, a handbook on
lasers may be assigned any one of the
following subject headings: Lasers;
Lasers. Handbooks, manuals, etc.;
Lasers. Tables, etc.; Lasers. Safety
measures. This was alleviated by listing on
the bibliographies the subject headings to
be searched. However. no differentiation
has been made between experimental and
theoretical approaches to a topic.
In industry use is made of the Nuclear
Science Abstracts (3) and the Engineers
Joint Council (4) subject headings lists.
The author finds the LC list inadequate.
The plan originally was to revise the subject headings for the departmental collection. However, this required extensive
work, and sources available in the other libraries on campus would remain unknown
to the Physics library.
Projects
Checking the course catalog for the
Physics Department, all of the topics included in the course descriptions were
listed. Starting with the primary research
interests of the department, such as high
energy, solid state, etc., bibliographies
were prepared (Figure 1). These are modeled somewhat after the "Pathfinders"
of Addison Wesley (5).The bibliographies
average three pages each and include directories, biographical tools, and other additional information. In some areas. such

Figure 1 . Bibliography
Scope:The quantitized field theory of the
interaction between electrons and the
electromagnetic field, based on the quantitized
form of Maxwell's equations.
An introduction to this topic appears in
Taylor. B. N
The Fundamental Constants and Quantum
Electrodynamics. 1969 (Reprinted from the
journal Reviews of Modern Physics vol. 41, no.
2, July 1969)
537.64
T2 12f
Books: dealing with quantum electrodynamics
are located on the shelf under the classification
number 537.6. They are listed in the subject
card catalog under the subject headings:

"Quantum electrodynamics''
"Quantum theory"
Some recent texts include:
Das, T. P.
Relativistic Quantum Mechanics of Electrons.

1973
537.6
D26r

Also check the subject catalog in the Union
Catalog on the second floor of the General
Library.
Biographicalinformation on scientists may be
found in:
American M e n and Women of Science. Physical

and biological science. In the 12th ed. check the
volume "Discipline Index"
92 5
C29a
Quantum Electrodynamics
Classification number 537.6
American Physical Society. Bulletin. August

issue each year is a membership directory.
Directory of Physics and Astronomy Faculties.

530.07 1 1
D628
Directories include

American Institute of Physics
Graduate Programs in Physics, Astronomy, and
Related Fields.

530.5
Am35
International Physics and Astronorn y Directory.

1969-70.
530.025
In8

Figure 2.

Subject Card for Bibliographies
Lasers. Bibliography

For literature searchmg you may consult the
list entitled
LASERS
This is filed in the notebook "Bibliographies"
on top of the subject card catalog.

as nuclear physics, the engineering librarians have asked that all the handbooks and most of the journals that are
available on campus be included; these
particular bibliographies are about six
pages each. When a topic is started, the
Union Catalog in the General Library is
consulted first for the appropriate subject
headings. Then the clerical employees
gather the information so that a final selection can be made. By screening the subject headings, the time involved in collecting non-relevant material can be reduced.
A card is added to the subject catalog noting that the list is available (Figure 2).
"A Brief Guide to Physics Literature"
(6) was compiled to update some of the information in Whitford (7). The "Brief
Guide" will be combined with the bibliographies to prepare a comprehensive
guide to physics literature.
Every fall a handbook describing the
services of the library is issued to the
graduate students. It is called t h e
"Physics Library Handbook" (8) plus
"Checklist of Abstracting and Indexing
Services" ( 9 ) that a r e available on
campus. The checklist is a condensed version of the "Brief Guide. . ." just mentioned.
The library issues one page bibliographies on such topics as how to prepare
rtsumes, the impact of science on society,
the design of experiments, the publications of interest to graduate teaching
assistants, etc. These are prepared merely
as guides to general material that is
available on campus.
The author occasionally gives a lecture
on how to do a literature search and
develop personal files. This is geared
toward the graduate students who are
commencing research projects and will
have to delve into a specific subject. Other

Title

Call N o .
530.5
Am3

AMERICAN JOURNAL OF PHYSICS

Frequency
monthly

Other Titles
Language
publisher American Association of Physics Teachers
Washington. D.C.
Special Contents (Abstracts, Book reviews. etc.)
book reviews
film reviews
apparatus
computer notes
meetings
publishes "Resource Letters''

Indexed I n :
A.S.&T. lnd
Chem. Abstr.
Eng. Ind.
Math. R.
Met. Abstr.
Sci. Abstr.

Subjects :
education

Abbreviations:
CODEN:
PA: Am. J. Phys. (USA)
NSA:
CA: Amer. J. Phys.
Analytics
0

projects in the works are a programmed
instruction instrument on how to use the
PU Physics Library and lesson plans for a
one semester course.
A subject file of journal titles was
initiated because the information was
needed in preparing the bibliographies.
Currently it is in card form and eventually
will be phased out by some sort of printed
list. An extensive list is being prepared
which will cover the whole range of
physics. Ulrich (10) and Standard Periodical Directory (11) give some general
headings. Many of the journals include
classified tables of contents or lists of editors, or descriptions of what the title
contains. For example, Physical Review
Letters and Journal of the Physical Society of Japan have notations of the subjects on the table of contents pages. The
issues of Physics of Fluids and Physics
Letters include general descriptions of the
scope of the journal. The issues of Applied
APRIL1976

Physics list the subject specialties of the
editors. As the staff prepares bibliographies on various topics, this information is
added to the card file, but the file is limited
to the journals to which Purdue subscribes.
A master notebook on the journals in
the Physics Library has been started to
keep track of information such as subjects, changes of title, where indexed, language in which published, etc. In its
idealized stage (Figure 3) it will contain information on binding, subscriptions, plus
all of the bibliographical information.
Other information, about book reviews,
meeting notices, and abstracts, was included in the checklist of physics literature. A check is kept on where journals
are indexed to see if the Physics Library
subscribes to anything that is not indexed
in PA or NSA.
A card file of abbreviations and acronyms (Figure 4) was designed as a

Figure 4. A b b r e v i a t i o n s a n d A c r o n y m s File

Figure 6. A n a l y t i c C a r d f o r Conference

I ABET
Amati-Bertocchl-Fubini-Stanghellini-Tonin
model

I

Source: Phys. rev. D 9 (5). 1 4 0 4 - 1 4 1 4 (19 7 4 )

1

Figure 5. Reference File
CONFERENCES

548.505 International Conference on Vapour
J826
Growth and Epitaxy. 2d..
v. 1 7
Jerusalem. Israel, 1 9 7 2 .
Vapour growth and epitaxy:
proceedings. Edited by G. W. Cullen
and others 3 8 2 p.
(In Journal of Crystal Growth vol.
17. December 1 9 7 2 )
1. Crystals Growth Congresses I.
Cullen, C. W., ed. II. Title

Look in the card catalog under the specific subject, such as
Crystals. Congresses
Lasers. Congresses
Also look i n PHYSICS ABSTRACTS i n the
index t o each issue and in the volume index.
They are listed i n a section "Conferences"
CONFERENCES
539.7
In 1 9

Index t o conferences relating to
nuclear science. (Reference)

606.3
W893

World meetings: U.S. and Canada
Outside U.S.A. and
Canada
(General Library 2 n d Floor)
Scientific meetings (General Library
2 n d Floor)

505
Sp3

project to study what problems a searcher
encounters when attempting t o verify
brief forms. Many abbreviations a r e
unique to the paper in which they are
published while others eventually are included in dictionaries and encyclopedias.
They a r e difficult t o identify in t h e
a b s t r a c t i n g services such a s Physics
Abstracts (12). Each day the physics librarian spends about ten minutes glancing
at the journals received in order to select
pertinent items for bibliographies, to
watch for changes in format o r title, o r to
note the subject content. At this time she
prepares a card for each new o r unidentifiable abbreviation and acronym which is
included on the tables of contents pages.
In addition to the one page guides, there
is also a quick reference file (Figure 5) for
the staff showing where to find addresses
and general information. Here, again, the
problem is that the library does not have
many of the general reference tools

needed to answer questions. By referring
to the file specific titles may be suggested
together with the call number and location
in the system.
To aid staff and clientele in identifying
journal title abbreviations quickly, a card
file of abbreviations was prepared for library subscriptions in 1972. The abbreviations were taken from P A and N S A
indexes, unfortunately it has not been
regularly updated. The staff, however,
uses it several times a week.
In conclusion, I will mention several
minor devices which aid people in using
the collection. A special card file shows
the monographs for which the library has
English translations. The students use the
file when they are selecting items to study
in preparing for their language proficiency
exams. The monthly accession list is arranged by brief subject headings in an
effort to facilitate rapid scanning. When
the advances o r progress series are listed
in the accession list, the papers which
comprise the volume are routinely listed.
In this manner clients can quickly scan the
contents to see whether there are items of
interest. When an issue of a journal is a
special issue o r includes the proceedings
o r papers of a conference, the library's
policy is to list the item also in its accession list. In the case of proceedings of a
conference published in a journal, analytic
cards are prepared (Figure 6) for the card
catalog. At this stage items to be included
in f u t u r e bibliographies a r e recorded-such as noting the contents of
each issue of Reports on Progress in
Physics. All of these are tasks which
clerical aids can do with minimum supervi-

sion. However, t h e physics librarian
assigns t h e subject headings on t h e
analytic cards.
In this paper several methods for aiding
students and faculty in their bibliography
and reference work have been described.
Some of these require a staff member to
spend 15-30 minutes per day glancing at
the journal issues. Others require extensive staff time in preparing annotations,
consulting with faculty and students,
consulting the union catalog, and preparing visual aids.
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The Continuing Library Education
Network and Exchange (CLENE):
Aid to Continuing Education for Special Librarians
Pauline M. Vaillancourt
State University of New York at Albany, School of Library and Information Science,
Albany, N.Y. 12222

-

The history of CLENE, description of
its mechanism, implications for special librarians, and plans for both near future
and ultimate functions are discussed. The
philosophy and processes of CLENE are
described as well as criteria that governed
decisions made a t each phase. S L A
members are urged to become personal
members of CLENE.

CLENE
is here! vital and growing-a
concept becomes a reality," proclaims the
attractive green brochure which is the first
to come from the Continuing Library
Education Network and Exchange, or
CLENE.
CLENE came into being early in July
1975 with original funding provided by the
U.S. Office of Education Title 11-B of the
Higher Education Act administered by
USOE's Office of Libraries and Learning
Resources, which enabled CLENE to set
up a staffed headquarters.
Rac kground

Continuing education is of great importance in all rapidly changing professions:
medicine, law, nursing, engineering, and

architecture to name a few, and, of
course, librarianship. Library associations
have long been concerned with the concept of continuing education for librarians,
although that phrase was not always used.
Continuing education has always been a
special interest of the Special Libraries
Association as evidenced by its motto,
"Putting knowledge to work." The need to
update professional skills was an underlying assumption that guided SLA programs
and meeting planners from the beginning.
Special Libraries Association began its
formal continuing education program in
1969 although it had been proposed in
1967 that Chapters should take the initiative on the basis that it would take the
Association, the Divisions, or even the
Sections of SLA too long to become
operational. The proposal was made by
Margaret N. Sloane at the second forum
on education for special librarianship held
at the SLA Annual Convention on Jun 3,
1966. At the time, Sloane was concerned
about what she saw as resistance on the
part of leading librarians to new developments and techniques such as microfiche
and automation. She emphasized that her
concept of continuing education for special librarians was the practical workshop
which would take all day and not just a few
hours at night when all participants were
tired from the day's work. She further em-

phasized that it should be conducted by
persons who shared an interest o r problem
and not by a guest "expert" in the field.
S h e was emphasizing workshops conducted by librarians and information specialists for their peers. In effect, she was
asking for elimination of lectures ( I ) .
In 1879, Library Journal reported that
the American Library Association had
been formed in 1876 to aid the exchange of
ideas among librarians ( 2 ) . Near the end
of the 1883 ALA Conference, according to
the Encyclopedia of Library and Information Science, a committee was appointed
"to take into consideration all projects
and schemes for t h e education of librarians" ( 3 ) .
The landmark Williamson Report, in its
summary of eleven recommendations,
lists as number nine, "Library workers
should seek continued professional growth
and improvement. C o r r e s p o n d e n c e
studies should be developed" ( 4 ) .
Publications of library periodicals provided one means of self-education as did
attendance at professional meetings.
T h e Medical Library Association
(MLA) started refresher courses under
the direction of its Continuing Education
Committee in 1958. A symposium on continuing education was published in the
October 1960 issue of the Bulletin of the
Medical Library Association ( 5 ) .
MLA, with the adoption of its Certification Code for Medical Librarians in 1948,
emphasizes that professional education
should be a continuous learning and
renewal process. It "has chosen to define
continuing education as the process by
which medical library personnel (alone, in
groups, o r in institutional settings)
purposefully seek to improve themselves
o r their profession by changing their
knowledge, attitudes, or skills, o r it is the
process by which individuals, groups or institutions try to help medical library
personnel change in these ways" ( 6 ) . Although first mention of MLA's potential
role in sponsoring continuing education
activities came in 1912, the idea was not
carried out until 1958 ( 6 ) .
In 1962, Berninghausen discussed
different ways of obtaining continuing
education (7).

In 1967, both Houle writing in A L A
Bulletin (8) and Davis in Special Libraries
(9) stressed the importance of continuing
education to the development of the library profession and in 1968, in Special
Libraries, Klempner considered the lack
of more formal continuing education to be
a major factor contributing to the inability
of some librarians to cope adequately with
new information needs (10).While Library
Trends had devoted an issue to the adult
learner in Jul 1959 (11).it was only in 1971
that it issued "Personnel Development
and Continuing Education in Libraries"
(12). The issue editor was Elizabeth W.
Stone, who directed the project funded by
the National Commission on Libraries and
Information Science that produced the
report that proposed C L E N E (13).
CLENE Model
C L E N E was projected as a model for
servicing all units-library associations, library schools, independent companies engaged in educational seminars, workshops, etc., and even individual libraries
which may sponsor continuing education
sessions as opposed to inservice education
programs. The services suggested in the
1974 S t o n e Survey included four
processes: 1) needs assessment and problem definition; 2) information acquisition
and coordination; 3) p r o g r a m and
resource development; and 4) communications and delivery process.
Process one is intended to help personnel gain better access to opportunities for
defining their own needs and problems.
C L E N E offers consultant help and is able
to suggest models that have already been
developed in other areas or even in other
professions. The report cites two examples: 1) needs assessment through the concept of competency-based learnings and 2)
individual needs assessment facilitated by
means of linkage agents as advocated by
Knox (14). Linkage agents assist the selfdirected learner in the needs appraisal
process and serve as links between learning resources and practitioners engaged in
learning.
Process two acquires, coordinates, and
exchanges information about existing con-

tinuing education resources. This can be
used by individuals o r by groups. This
process establishes a data base about
existing services and does not compete
with them. It would also acauire material
in the form of reports, abstracts, and bibliographies as well as an inventory of continuing education programs developed by
library schools, library associations, state
library agencies, employing libraries, etc.
Process three (program and resource
development) engages in the planning,
design, production, and evaluation of
services on two levels. The first level represents facilitative services and develops
precise descriptions of the service materials and resources that are already
available, and attempts to assist in the
wider distribution of these. The second
level would develop specifications for programs and services requested by the needs
assessment and problem description
process. For both levels, guidelines would
be formulated that would emphasize high
quality of continuing education programs.
It is through this process that continuing
education materials might be packaged
and possible self-instructional and home
studv courses as well.
Process four, the communication and
delivery process, has two main functions:
1) to stimulate an awareness of the importance of, and need for, continuing libraw and information science education:
and 2) to devise and develop procedures
for assuring distribution of quality continuing education materials.
This process has already been started
with the publication of the first issue of
"CLENExchange," a newsletter. It will
contain an alerting service with the announcement of courses being sponsored.
This process will, in addition to encouraging the awareness of programs and resources, also encourage people in the
field to respond with comments, questions,
and suggestions. CLENE plans to engage
in mass communications reporting on the
state of the art of continuing education.
CLENE Implementation
The National Commission on Libraries
and Information Science, which funded

the study, was persuaded to partially fund
a meeting on the feasibility of implementing the CLENE model in October 1974.
This was an invitational conference that
had representatives of all library associations, and many state library agencies,
and regional library organizations. It met
in Annapolis, Md., Oct 2 3 - 2 5 , 1974. The
purposes of the meeting were: 1) to assess
the study's recommendations as a practical program of continuing education for library and information science; 2) to outline the initial steps in implementation of
such a program; and 3 ) to create a formal
education mechanism and task forces to
accomplish these goals. The report was
distributed to all who attended, with the
request that it be read in advance and that
the participants come prepared to take action.
Twenty-six people attended this first
conference which worked as a plenary
group and then broke into small group discussions, continually regrouping to share
the discussions and ideas that had been explored in the previous small groups.
It was the unanimous consensus of
those present that CLENE should be implemented and each person present
agreed to accept an appointment on either
one of two ad hoc groups: The Board of
Directors or the Advisory Committee.
Furthermore, each member agreed to
report back to the association which
he/she was representing and to attempt to
secure the support of that association for
the principles of C L E N E . The entire
group agreed to meet again in January
1975 in conjunction with the mid-winter
meeting of the American Library As~ociation.
Meanwhile, Alphonse Trezza became
the Executive Director of the National
Commission on Libraries and Information
Science (NCLIS) and supported the action that had taken place. Trezza opened
the meeting of the second implementation
conference. The CLENE report had been
published and distributed to every accredited library school, every state library
and every major library association.
Since the first implementation conference, individual members of the first
conference had been concerned with two

primary tasks: one was seeking a home for
CLENE, and the second was exploring
funding possibilities. Reports were
received from several library associations
(including Special Libraries Association
Board of Directors) supporting the concept and appointing a member to serve as
a representative. Two temporary homes
were offered, and it was decided at this
time to accept the offer of Catholic
University of America to serve as the base
for CLENE.
Second Meeting

Four "talking papers" provided the
focus for this second meeting. Venable
Lawson underlined the need for CLENE
to encourage all levels of library personnel
to become involved, but pointed out that
the constraints indicated that a less extensive organization might have to be considered at this point. He further recommended that national and regional
associations that endorse the CLENE
project be asked to designate one member
to serve on the ad hoc Administrative
Board.
Leon Montgomery offered criteria for
consideration in seeking and selecting a
home. These were: 1) an administratively
free environment that will not get entangled in red tape; 2) availability of technology (e.g., audiovisual and communications
equipment); 3) ability to be perceived as
independent in the way development and
direction are being influenced; and 4) being accessible and having credibility to the
profession; as well as openness of the staff
to input from the profession.
Donald Foos reported on his assigned
efforts to find a home for CLENE. In addition to the two institutions that offered
headquarters, three institutions-Louisiana State University, Southwestern
Library lnterstate Cooperative Endeavor
(SLICE), and Western Interstate Commission
for
Higher
Education
(WICHEkoffered to initiate two of the
processes as an initial implementation.
Foos recommended that the group assembled act on the proposals received and
further seek additional proposals from
still other groups.

Matthew R. Wilt presented optional
funding environments and possibilities.
The minimum budget for the operation of
CLENE in its initial year was estimated to
be between $50,000 and $75,000.
Several small groups were formed to
discuss ramifications of the "talking
papers." The first group discussed
priorities for CLENE. The second addressed the need for criteria for the selection of members of both the Administrative Board and the Steering Committee.
The criteria proposed were that such
members should be: 1) representative of
all major types of professional organizations in library and information science
(e.g., state agencies, professional societies, library schools, employer organizations, state and national libraries and regional continuing education programs); 2)
familiar with CLENE activities to date
and include one member of project staff
and one member, ex officio, of NCLIS; 3)
have competence and commitment to the
area of education and continuing education in library and information science;
and 4) be geographically balanced.
Group three was concerned with a home
for CLENE and it offered a matrix for the
physical location and organizational base,
incorporating the criteria that had been
previously put forth.
Group four weighed and evaluated the
criteria needed for CLENE process two,
"Information Acquisition and Coordination." Group Five presented criteria for
process four, "Communication and Delivery Process."
As a result of these meetings, it was decided that two grant proposals should be
requested, but the CLENE should be implemented expeditiously without waiting
for funding. The group suggested this
might be done by means of both individual
and association memberships.
One group set forth the types of participants that should be considered to
serve on an ad hoc, nine-member board.
The next group suggested that this interim
administrative board should be appointed
by NCLIS and selected from the invited attendees of the ad hoc Steering
Committee and that this board be empowered with the authority to perform,

delegate or make necessary decisions until
funding was obtained and until a
permanent administrative structure was
established. Another group also urged
submission of grant proposals and gave
specific names of individuals to serve on
the ad hoc committee. It was also recommended at this time that the temporary
home be in Washington, D.C. It was decided that the Steering Committee would
consist of members present and would be
considered ad hoc for a period of six
months to one year.
The meetings of both implementation
groups were attended by Bessie Boehm
Moore, a member of NCLIS and a liaison
to the commission from CLENE.
The following individuals were appointed to the ad hoc Administrative
Board: Dorothy Deininger (director, Professional Development Studies, Graduate
School of Library Science, Rutgers, The
State University, NJ), representing the
Continuing Education Committee and the
Association of American Library Schools;
Maryann Duggan (director, Continuing
Education and Library Resources
Program, WICHE), representing regional
consortia; Donald Foos (dean, Graduate
School of Library Science, Louisiana
State University), representing Southwestern Library Association; Howard
Hitchens (executive director, Association
for Educational and Communications
Technology); K . Leon Montgomery
(Graduate School of Library and Information Science, University of Pittsburgh),
representing the American Society for Information Science; Bessie Boehm Moore
(commissioner of NCLIS), representing
NCLIS; M a r g a r e t Myers (executive
secretary, Library Education Division,
American Library Association), representing the American Library Association; Elizabeth Stone, (Chairman,
Graduate Department of Library Science,
The Catholic University of America),
representing CLENE Study Project Staff;
Nettie Taylor (assistant state superintendent for libraries, Division of Library
Development Service, Maryland State
Department of Education), representing
the Chief Officers of State Library Agencies: Alphonse F. Trezza (executive direc-

t o r designate, NCLIS), representing
NCLIS; Pauline Vaillancourt (associate
professor of library science, SUNY at Albany), representing Special Libraries
Association; Julie Virgo (director of
education, Medical Library Association),
representing MLA; Duane Webster (director, Office of University Library
Management Studies, Association of Research Libraries), representing t h e
Association of Research Libraries; and
Matthew R . Wilt (executive director,
Catholic Library Association), representing the Catholic Library Association.

Official Meeting
Both the new ad hoc Administrative
Board and the ad hoc Advisory Committee of CLENE met in San Francisco just
prior to the Annual American Library
Association meeting. The following
officers were elected: Nettie B. Taylor,
President; M a r g a r e t Myers, Vice
President; Julie Virgo, Secretary; and
Leon Montgomery, Treasurer. The name
of the Administrative Board was changed
to Board of Directors. Ruth Patrick was
elected Chairman of the Steering Committee (renamed the ad hoc Advisory
Committee) and Travis Tyer as Secretary.
By Jun 15, 1975, the Office of Libraries
and Learning Resources of the U.S. Office
of Education had issued a planning and organizational grant to CLENE for $28,000.
In addition, sixteen states had promised
financial support to CLENE for one year.
By August 1975, ten states (Idaho, Wisconsin, New York, Pennsylvania, Ohio,
Maryland, North Carolina, Illinios,
Arkansas, and Florida) had provided
funds for a total of $52,845 over a threeyear period.
The Project Staff of CLENE was to
develop bylaws for board consideration at
its September 1975 meeting. Three task
forces were appointed to report to the
board in September. These were: Public
Relations Task Force, chaired by Donald
Foos; Membership and Fee Task Force,
chaired by Maryann Duggan; and
Program Planning Task Force, chaired by
Duane Webster. These task forces were
composed of three board members, as

well as one member of the Advisory Committee and one Assembly member. It was
decided at this meeting that during the
first year of planning, some products
should also be developed. The Advisory
Committee, at its June 1975 meeting, was
to help to identify and establish the
priorities of these products.
Both the Board of Directors and the
Advisory committee of CLENE function
through correspondence between their
meetings. A summary of activities in July
was sent to all members with a request
that they comment on priorities before the
September meeting of the board. The task
forces of the board either met or held
telephone conferences to complete their
work, and in addition to designing stationery for CLENE which incorporates its
basic missions and the composition of the
ad hoc board and the ad hoc advisory committee, the staff worked with a legal firm
to establish the Articles of Incorporation.
A great deal of work was done by the staff
in regard to inquiries, speaking engagements to elaborate on the plans and report
on progress, seek additional funds, and
plan for the fall meeting. In addition, work
progressed on a brochure and on
"CLENExchange," which appeared in
late September.
Fall 1975 Meeting
At the Board of Directors meeting of
S e p 15-16, 1975, held a t Catholic
University of America, the report of the
task force on membership and fees was
received and the constitution of the Advisory Committee was revised. Bylaws were
revised again and f u r t h e r work was
planned with the legal firm. A report was
made of the revised budget statement
which showed that a total of $16,788 was
expected to be received from ten states for
the period from Jul 1, 1975, to Jun 30,
1976, with $16,591 projected for the
second year and $19,476 in the third year.
The states were billed under a complex
formula that had been determined in conjunction with the Council of Chief Officers
of State Library Agencies and they should
continue to contribute in the same manner.

In the report of the staff for the Jun
15-Sep 15 quarter, a summary was given
of office operations and project management as well as staff activities. The
Project Director, Dr. Elizabeth W. Stone,
reported a total of 383 hours of activities
on C L E N E . T h e Research Assistant/
Secretary is Dr. Hermes D. Kreilkamp,
who is on sabbatical leave from S t .
Joseph's College, Rensselaer, Indiana, to
work on his MSLS from the Department
of Library Science of Catholic University.
Dr. Kreilkamp is working on a half-time
basis for CLENE. The Principal Investig a t o r , M a r y Baxter, has been a
school/media specialist and began working full time at CLENE on Aug 18, 1975.
Judy Feldman was employed on a parttime/temporary basis for special tasks
relative to the board meeting. She had
previously served on the editorial and support staff for the NCLIS study. On the
last day of the Project Report period, a
regular half-time secretary was hired.
In addition to bibliographic activity,
mailing lists were compiled and edited,
materials were prepared for the Board of
Directors and Advisory Committee meetings and a study of the structural organization of CLENE to aid in drawing up appropriate Articles of Incorporation and
Bylaws was conducted. Public relations
activities were started, since communication is viewed as an essential ingredient.
News releases had been prepared and
continue to be issued, and various
members of the Board of Directors were
requested to write reports for major library publications.
The First Assembly Meeting
The first Assembly meeting was held
following the American Library Association mid-winter in Chicago Jan 23-24,
1976. It was hoped to have an attendance
of 100 to 150. The task force on plans for
the First Annual CLENE Assembly made
every effort to invite all individuals who
might be professionally involved with providing continuing education. Anyone who
registered for the assembly was to be
allowed to participate; only members of
CLENE voted in the business meeting.

The main purpose of the Assembly is to
provide a forum for discussing major
issues in continuing education and accordingly, the first Assembly meeting focused
on two goals: 1) to discuss experimentation and innovation in the design, context,
techniques, and technology used in continuing education, and 2) to outline ways in
which CLENE mav be of assistance to
groups and individuals in continuing
education. It was further agreed that the
program goals should center around the
topic of assessment in continuing education as well as to determine some organizational issues.
After introduction and welcome by the
mesident of the CLENE ad hoc Board of
Dire~tors,the key presentation was made
by Richard Dougherty who was followed
by Malcolm Knowles concerning his
model for assessing continuing education
needs for ~rofessions.
The aftkrnoon session consisted of a sequence of presentations on a school library assessment project, a public library
goals project, techniques for assessing individual interests and career olans. work
in determining staff developAent needs,
and discussion of the C I P P (Context,
Input, Process, Product) project of the
Illinois State Library, and finally, the
Association of Research Libraries
Management Review and Analysis
Program.
After dinner, small discussion groups
were held with a discussion leader,
resource person and reporter for each
group. Approximately eight small discussion groups were set up, each to discuss one major issue in continuing education. The evening concluded with a "Continuing Education Fair" which provided an
opportunity to examine noncommercial
training products and services available to
the profession.
The following morning, reports from
each of the previous evening's small discussion groups were made to the whole
Assembly and a business meeting was
held.
CLENE Plans

While the first year, which ends in June
1976, is primarily committed to the plan-

ning process, some short-range objectives
were already reached before the end of
1975. Among these were: 1) the establishment of an acceotable financial structure
in terms of institutional and personal
membership fees and 2) publication of a
newsletter to serve as a means of providing information about continuing education activities. In addition, the first annual
CLENE Assembly was planned and held
early in 1976.
Other services of CLENE available to
members are: 1) national exchange of information about continuing education programs, resources, and services; 2) national
forum, the assembly. for the interchange
of ideas and experiences relative to continuing education for all levels of library
and information science oersonnel; 3)
consultation to help explore alternative
forms of continuing education program
evaluation, the creation of new continuing
education ideas, and aid in long-range
planning; 4) liaison between education and
federal organizations, and professional
associations in allied disciplines; 5) identiJication ofprime needs for various areas of
content and the preferred methods of
learning; and, 6) CLENE newsletters and
reports.
It was also ~ l a n n e dthat CLENE will
provide library, information, and media
practitioners with a chance to exchange
continuing education ideas with each
other, with educators, with practitioners
in allied professions, with developers of
new technologies, and with local, state,
and federal officials.
CLENE will also create a partnership
for the advancement of continuing education with state library and information
science and allied professional associations-local, state, and national, as well as
with national libraries, library schools,
employing libraries, state libraries, federal
agencies including the National Commission on Libraries and Information
Science and concerned individuals.
Membership in CLENE

Membership in CLENE is available to
any individual, institution, organization, library, association, or agency (concerned

with library, information, o r media) interested in continuing education and wishing
to join by paying annual membership dues.
Benefits and services available to members a r e determined by t h e membership category schedule.
Categories, benefits and services, and
annual dues for calendar year 1976 a r e as
follows:

of aggregate of the dues which would be
payable if the state library agencies who
a r e members of the consortium were
each to have Supporting M e m b e r
status.
All 1976 Members a r e given Bicentennial Charter Status.

$10 per year
Individual Members-Receive newslett e r ("CLENExchange"), privilege to
vote in the Assembly, reduced rates for
Assembly registration and for C L E N E
publications and Directory of National
Continuing Education Activities.

It is important for all members of Special Libraries Association to be aware of
the Progress of C L E N E and, as much as
possible, to take part in its activities at all
levels. Because S L A has held a leadership
role in professional d e v e l o p m e n t , i t s
members should be in a position to
contribute meaningfully to C L E N E .

$200 per year
Instit utionul/Association M e m b e r s Including libraries (other than state libraries), and other groups o r corporations receive all benefits of Individual
Members (for one delegate) plus access
to the continuing education data base,
and assistance in continuing education
planning.
$1,500 per year
Sustaining Member-All benefits of Institutional/Association M e m b e r s (for
o n e delegate) plus o n e copy of all
C L E N E board, advisory committee
minutes, quarterly and annual reports.
Determined as stated
Supporting Members-State agencies
a r e known as Supporting Members and
will have one delegate with one vote.
Each Supporting Member receives all
of t h e benefits of membership provided
to other categories plus 10 copies of the
C L E N E newsletter ("CLENExchange"). The annual dues for state
agencies will be determined for each
membership year by the Board of Directors.
Determined as stated
Consortium Member-Granted to any
continuing education consortium of
state library agencies. Each state library agency in a consortium shall have
one delegate with one vote. Consortium
Members shall be entitled to all benefits
of Sustaining Members. Annual dues
for Consortium Members shall be 60%

Conclusion
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Terminal Jabberwocky of Retrieval Networks
Christine Eynon
Wright Patterson Air Force Base, A F Flight Dynamics Laboratory Library, Ohio

Recent substantial growth of the use of
computers in research and development
installations is presenting special libraries
with a bewildering array of computer networks. Problems facing the development
of effective systems are outlined. Conclusions deal with users and systems requirements, standardization, and the librarian's
role in network development.
"Twas DIALOG and the slithy CRT's
did gyre and gimble in the ARPA
All mirnsy was the CIRC I1
and the DDC raths outgrabe."*

IN T H E computer oriented society of today newly accessible computer facilities,
both private and governmental, are being
.announced regularly and it is only logical
that the capabilities of this new toy be applied to the knowledge explosion. The
volume of scientific and technical information literature is growing so rapidly that no
one scientist o r engineer can be aware of
more than a small part of it. A result of
this is a greater specialization on the part
of the scientist, with a need to be able to
tap inter-related fields. The handling of
knowledge has become more specialized
as the ability of older approaches to serve
the new requirements has decreased. No
longer can a research library expect to
contain within its walls sufficient materials

*With thanks to the "Jabberwocky" of Lewis
Carroll.

to adequately serve its clientele. Outside
contact with t h e entire scientific and
technical community is a necessity.
At the present time a low cost, suitably
connected C R T o r teletype terminal and a
telephone call is t h e "passport" that
permits a research librarian to make
direct contact with that community. A
simple telephone call and h e can be in an
organized world of scientific and technical
information. Here with little o r no effort
all he needs to know and obtain is provided
within minutes on the screen o r teletype
terminal . . . a beautiful dream. In fact,
however, he is plunged into a nightmare
where he is greeted with a babel of differing languages and a variety of control
methods. H e is entering a field in which
even the most basic terms do not mean the
same to all. Within the literature there are
more ways of defining "system" and "network" than even Webster can list. Where
does all this confusion leave the average
scientific and technical librarian who
serves a small clientele and has some. but
not a great deal of, computer background?
Where it should not leave him is taking
a back seat to the computer expert who
"knows all and sojNes all." Where he
should be is out front letting the programmers and designers of systems know how
he, the user, feels. As a result of a lack of
standards each local programmer takes it
as his prerogative to concoct yet another
unique language and method of control. If
the users allow such proliferation t o
continue, a substantial part of the advantage of widespread communications
and direct access to information systems
will have been destroyed.

Areas of Concern

There are two main areas in which an
immediate course of action concerning
standardization will result in protecting
the interests of librarians as users.
The first area has to do with the problems of basic user control procedures and
methods of gaining access to and control
of automated data bases and computer
systems. It deals primarily with the possibility of standardizing certain elementary
keyboard actions. In user procedures our
attention must focus not on detailed key
actions but on the elements of logical control. Currently a user sits before a remote
machine and must discover by trial and error what is required to get the computer's
attention. Should h e type "Hello" o r
should he enter his password o r name?
Must he hit the break key or space bar?
To send his information does he hit the
line feed, or control key?
A typical example of this is seen at the
Aerospace Structures Information and
Analysis Center of the Flight Dynamics
Laboratory, WPAFB. By means of an
N C R computer teletype terminal the
following information retrieval systems
are accessed: 1) DIALOG of Lockheed,
California; 2 ) WESRAC of Los Angeles,
California; 3) C I R C I1 of WPAFB, Ohio.
After initial phone contact is made each
system requires the user to initiate various
control methods. DIALOG requires the
user to type in a password and then hold
the C T R L key, while hitting the S key.
For WESRAC it is necessary to first hold
the C T R L key, while hitting the letter P
twice. Next hit the carriage return key.
Then log in with the user number. To access C I R C I1 the last four digits of the
number dialed are keyed in. Then the
C T R L and S keys are hit. The user next
types in the word CIRC, the password,
and his name. Each item being followed by
a comma.
The control elements are present in all
systems and can be isolated and identified.
Basic control elements include procedures
for: log in, log out, search, request, create,
send, save, delete, display, abort, carriage
return, and line feed. With a list of
recognized control elements available for

discussion it is possible to formulate standardized and simplified procedures for access to and user control of systems.
The second area deals with the format
in which data and other information are
presented to the user. In considering the
standardization of information and data
f o r m a t , a distinction must b e m a d e
between external representation a n d
internal representation. T h e external
representation is what is of interest to the
user. It is what he sees displayed before
him. It is what he must be concerned with
when he enters his own information into
the system.
I n t e r n a l representation in c o n t r a s t
deals with the manner in which the computer moves around and stores the information. This is not the user's domain
and should not be in any manner imposed
on him. It is of no concern to him how
many bits constitute a byte, how many
characters are stored in a word or the requirements for using Hollerith constants.
These are all aspects of the supporting
technical hardware and programs.
External representation is the manner
in which the data are presented to the
user-the
a r r a n g e m e n t in lines o r
columns and the use or nonuse of spaces.
When d a t a a r e arranged in a known
format, it is easy to recognize a particular
element. Thus if presented with a screen
or paper filled with data in an agreed upon
standardized format, the user will easily
recognize the various elements. It will
enable him to quickly select required information.
At the same time the user must be able
to give commands in terms of the external
representation of the data. The command
may depend on the format-"show
previous linev--or upon t h e d a t a element-"display
the author." A technique
for data formats must be provided that
will enable a user to give such commands.
While formalizing standards in the
areas of user control and external data
presentation, one goal should be kept in
mind for accomplishment. This is to make
computer systems usable with a minimum
amount of training for the non-programmer. All classes of users-engineers, researchers, information technologists, and

especially librarians-may use it in fulfilling their needs. The standards should enable systems and networks to provide the
appropriate information with t h e least
amount of effort on the part of the user.
Conclusion

Emerging technologies and networking
a r e c u r r e n t l y forcing major s y s t e m
changes. The strong trend toward networking and resource sharing among libraries is making t h e need for standardization more apparent than ever. The
present chaos can only grow worse unless
action is t a k e n . Emerging c o m p u t e r
systems and networks have a great deal to
offer the R & D librarian. But if the
potential is to be utilized, the librarian
must leave his inner sanctum and let the
computer experts know his views as a
major information user. T o accomplish
this goal it would be to the advantage of
S L A to form a standardization committee
in conjunction with the other constituent
societies of the American Federation of
Information Processing Societies. Such a
committee would be an asset in laying the
groundwork in an area that requires immediate attention.
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Building a Thesaurus for a Diffuse Subject Area
Frank H. Freeman
Center for Creative Leadership, Library, Greensboro, N.C. 27402

,
--Procedures used and problems faced in
constructing a thesaurus for a "soft\ science," interdisciplinary field a r e described. Methods that were developed for
standardizing terminology, updating, and
using the thesaurus will be presented.
Suggestions t o those considering constructing a thesaurus of this type will be
offered.

ONEof the distinctive features of a special l i b r a r y is a collection t h a t is
concentrated in a particular subject field.
T h e collection is valuable to its users because it is fine-tuned to their specific information needs. This fine-tuning characteristic, however, often poses an intriguing
dilemma. Now that the collection has been
trimmed and shaped to satisfy user needs,
t h e l i b r a r i a n finds t h a t t h e s u b j e c t organizing methods designed for general
collections are too lumbering and inertiaprone to meet the indexing and retrieval
needs of t h e specialized collection.
Particularly for special libraries that serve
users in fields other than the hard scie n c e s , few s u b j e c t - h e a d i n g lists o r
thesauri exist that could be expected to
serve as a foundation for an individualized
system of subject control.
The Center for Creative Leadership
(CCL) library found itself without an appropriate subject authority list, yet had a
definite need for depth indexing and
focused retrieval of its documents. After
reviewing a number of possibilities for subject control of the material, the decision
was made to develop a thesaurus tailored

to this particular collection, which would
become an integral part of a coordinate information storage and retrieval system.
This paper will examine the rationale behind such a decision. Thesaurus construction procedures and problems will be
covered, and suggestions offered.

Rationale
The C C L library has an interesting
document collection. Although it focuses
rather narrowly on t h e literature of
leadership, management, and organizational behavior, it draws its material from
a variety of disciplines. That is, the center
is mainly interested in leadership, but information is collected on this subject from
the disciplines of psychology, sociology,
management science, history, education,
etc. This multi-disciplinary nature of our
collection gave impetus to the idea of
building a thesaurus that could reconcile
the conflicting and often ambiguous languages of the various disciplines.
Another factor influencing this decision
was the number of nonstandard documents that the staff anticipated bringing
into the C C L collection, items such as
unpublished p a p e r s , i n t e r n a l m e m o s ,
manuals, and psychometric instruments.
These are th; kinds of documents not
picked up by commercial indexing and
abstracting services, and thus require
internal indexing. This suggests a need for
some kind of authority list, such as a
thesaurus, for standardizing terminology.
Much of the literature included in the
C C L library is in the social sciences. T h e
hazards of ambiguous, conflicting terminology that plague every field of science
a r e especially severe for the indexer and

I,

retriever of information in these disciplines. It was assumed that a carefully
constructed thesaurus would help the
C C L staff cope with these hazards, and
would be of immense help in refining and
shaping terms, via scope notes and crossreferences, to match the needs of the
collection and its user group.
Certainly a crucial consideration when
examining the feasibility of an in-house
thesaurus is the availability of sufficient
time and money. The CCL library was
fortunate in having the commitment of
management t o the construction of a
strong information service. Since the library had a mandate to work toward becoming a center of knowledge, the construction of a thesaurus as a tool to help in
this process was favorably received.
Construction Procedure

Building the thesaurus was essentially
an empirical process based on analysis of
documents in the collection. To begin the
process, a study was made to determine
the various disciplines that were contained
in the CCL collection. Then a sample was
taken from each of these disciplines to
form the original base of about 200 documents for preliminary thesaurus development.
Once the initial document sample had
been selected, t h e next s t e p was a
straightforward examination of each document for potential thesaurus terms. Most
of the terms selected in this initial run
were derived from the title, abstract, section headings o r summary. Each candidate
term selected was recorded on a separate
term card. Other data entered on the term
card were scope notes and explanations,
term relationships that were obvious at
the time, and the identifying number of
the document from whence c a m e t h e
term. During this phase an attempt was
made to consciously juxtapose documents
with different disciplinary perspectives so
as to become aware, early in the project,
of cross-disciplinary conflicts in terminology. About 700 c a n d i d a t e t e r m s
resulted from this first scan of the literature. The final part of this initial process
was the rather tedious task of carefully

examining each term card, looking for ambiguities, and constructing, by intuition
and by comparison with other term cards,
an associational net of broader terms, narrower terms, and related terms.
A rough draft of the thesaurus now
existed, which was then used to index a set
of about 300 documents, once again representing the various subject disciplines encountered in the collection. As was expected during this process, new terms
were encountered, additional crossreferences became apparent, and problems with previously selected terms and
relationships arose. All of this new input
to the thesaurus was recorded and resolved as it came up.
At this point the thesaurus was far
enough along to circulate it among the
users of the evolving information retrieval
system. They were asked to note omissions, ambiguities and redundancies, and
also to tag the terms in the thesaurus that
described concepts important in their
work. It was also requested that they suggest additional cross-references and
synonyms so that the cross-referencing
aspect of the thesaurus could be further
elaborated. With the incorporation of this
user input the thesaurus was strong
enough to begin indexing the remainder of
the document collection.
Problems of Construction and Use

A decision had to be made before beginning construction on whether to prepare a
formal classification schedule, from which
the thesaurus would be derived, or, on the
other hand, to plunge into the construction
process by going directly to the documents
and selecting terms from them. The initial
plan did include the development of a
faceted classification schedule, using the
methodology suggested by Vickery (I).
After some preliminary work, however, it
became apparent that developing a classification scheme that could integrate the
diverse fields contained in the document
collection would be a tortuous project.
Thus t h e classification approach was
abandoned and staff efforts moved, as
described earlier, t o t h e empirical
development of the thesaurus.

In general the empirical method of
construction worked well. but it was not
free from problems. One of the frustrations of developing a thesaurus this way
was the difficulty of judging, in the initial
phases at least, the long-run utility of the
terms which were selected. An abundance
of jargon and discipline-specific terminology compounded this problem. The
result was that the preliminary thesaurus
contained many terms that never made it
to the final version. The evaluation of
terms, and the decision on whether to
keep, drop, or modify a given term, was
made using the card records prepared for
each of them. The terms that were
dropped from the authority list were not
abandoned completely. Many of them
were included in the thesaurus in a
different way to provide what Lancaster
describes as a rich entry vocabulary (2).
An entry vocabulary consists of regular
index terms plus other terms that are
present in the thesaurus but that are not
authorized index terms. Terms in this
second category refer the user of the
thesaurus to equivalent or subsuming
terms that are authorized. A fairly large
number of coined terms, jargon, excesssively narrow terms and synonyms were
included as entrv terms in the thesaurus. This will make future indexing more
reliable.
A critically important part of maintaining the utility of a thesaurus is a provision
for systematic updating. The thesaurus
should be responsive not only to changes
in the literature. but also to evolving user
needs. Yet in many cases updating is given
only cursory consideration. A survey by
~ i showed
m
that thesauri in most operating systems are not systematically updated at all (3). The CCL librarian felt
that providing for updating was an
essential aspect of thesaurus development, and moreover that it should be
cybernetic in character-specifically that
the users of the information service should
have a hand in the updating and revision of
thesaurus terminology. This is in fact handled very neatly in the system by the
following circumstance: The individual
responsible for negotiating a search
strategy with a user is the same one
u

responsible for indexing documents and
maintaining the thesaurus. Moreover, the
updating process is continuous and occurs
in parallel with the use of the thesaurus
for indexing and retrieval.
Suggestions for Construction
The author suggests that individuals attempting the compilation of a thesaurus
become familiar with all existing thesauri,
subject-heading catalogs and indexing
services in the subject field. Use or modify
one if possible: build on the insufficiencies
of existing systems, if you cannot.
Determine the degree to which your
collection draws from a number of disciplines. If your documents center around
one subject area, yet are drawn from a
number of disciplines, you have a situation
receptive to the development of an individualized thesaurus.
Select the initial document sample carefully so as to include representative items
covering all the formats, disciplines, and
difficulty levels that will be indexed.
Design into your thesaurus plans a
methodology for updating that includes
feedback from users as well as indexers. If
possible, make the updating a frequent or
even continuous process.
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sZa news
Actions of the Board and Cabinets
Jan 29-30.1976

The SLA Board of Directors and Chapter
and Division Cabinets met Jan 29-30, 1976, in
Cincinnati. Ohio.
Copyright Law Revision-The Executive Director reported on the present status of the
copyright law revision.
The Senate bill S.22 had been reported out
of the Senate Committee on the Judiciary to
the full Senate and was to have been brought to
the floor just after the Lincoln Day recess. Because S.22 is essentially identical to an earlier
bill which had been approved by the Senate, it
is not expected that any amendments will be
presented in the Senate. In the House, the
same bill (S.22) is in the Subcommittee on
Courts, Civil Liberties & the Administration of
Justice. Mark-up sessions were to occur in
February and March so that the bill would be
reported to the House Committee on the Judiciary about Apr 1, 1976. It is expected that the
bill will be in the Judiciary Committee for only
a brief period before being reported to the full
House. The estimated date for House action is
July 1976. If enacted, the new law will be effective Jan 1, 1977.
For the first time the concept of "fair use" is
defined in the law. But in another section of the
bill numerous exceptions to "fair use" are
stated so as to remove many advantages defined under "fair use." The isolated and unrelated reproduction and distribution of photocopies of the same material on separate occasions are permitted. But a library in a projirmaking organization is precluded from providing photocopies to employees engaged in the
furtherance of the organization's commercial
enterprise. Because "systematic" reproduction
is forbidden, one library in an organization cannot make copies for another library in the same
organization unless some very specific requirements are met.
The Board expressed its deep concern over
the implications for information service of the
passage of S.22 in its present form and directed
President Tees to forward to the SLA membership as quickly as possible a summary of the
status of the copyright law revision, its implica-

tions, and suggestions for what individual
members can do. A letter and pertinent sections of the bill were mailed to all members
Feb 10-1 1,1976.
Directory of Special Libraries in Commerce
and Industry-SLA is negotiating with the National C e n t e r for Educational Statistics
(NCES), Education Division, HEW, to undertake a Directory of Special Libraries in
Commerce and Industry.
Chapter and Division Bulletins-The Board
directed that all Chapter and Division bulletins
carry the following disclaimer in every issue:
"Special Libraries Association assumes no
responsibility for the statements and opinions
advanced by the contributors to the Association's publications. Editorial views do not
necessarily represent the official position of
Special Libraries Association. Acceptance of
an advertisement does not imply endorsement
of the product by Special Libraries Association."
Pacific Northwest Chapter-The Board established t h e boundaries of t h e Pacific
Northwest Chapter to include Washington,
Montana, Idaho, Alaska, and the Province of
British Columbia.
Sacramento Region Provisional Chapter-The
Board approved the establishment of the
Sacramento Region Provisional Chapter. The
geographical areas included in the Provisional
Chapter are: the counties of Alpine, Amador,
Butte, Calaveras, Colusa, El Dorado, Glenn,
Lassen, Modoc, Nevada, Placer, Plumas,
Sacramento, San Joaquin, Shasta, Sierra, Sutter, Tehama, Yolo, and Yuba in the state of
California, and the counties of Churchill,
Douglas, Elko, Eureka, Humboldt, Lander,
Lyon, Mineral, Ormsby, Pershing, Storey,
Washoe, and White Pine in the state of Nevada. The president is Jeffrey M . Sulenski
(California State Library, Law Library, Sacramento, CA 95809). The San Francisco Bay
Region Chapter has volunteered to match the

initial allotment that the Provisional Chapter
will receive from the Association.
Student Group Activity-Six
new Student
Groups have been established since the Oct
1975 Board meeting-University of Kentucky,
University of South Carolina, University of
Wisconsin-Madison, Pratt Institute, S U N Y /
Buffalo, and University of Denver. This brings
to 29 the total number of S L A Student
Groups.

C>

A F I P S Membership-SLA
h a s been an
Affiliate Member of AFIPS since 1967 with an
annual dues of $500. The AFIPS Board has
recently changed B e definitions of their
membership classifications. The SLA Board
approved selection of M e m b e r s t a t u s in
AFIPS at the $500 per year which is the same
level as t h a t formerly set f o r Affiliate
Members.
SLA Annual Conferences-As SLA Conferences have grown into evermore complex undertakings during past years, the task of planning the logistics of Conferences has become
more burdensome. Therefore a professional
Conference & Exhibits Coordinator was authorized by the Board in 1974. The Board has
now approved the discontinuance of the Host
Chapter concept in regard to Conferences
effective after the 1977 Annual Conference in
New York. (This will also allow the selection of
Conference cities where the meeting facilities
are adequate, but where there may not be a
nearby Chapter.) A Conference Program

Chairman will be designated by the Board of
Directors to plan program content for the
general sessions. The local members will
continue to provide suggestions for Division
field trips and Scholarship Event, if one is
desired. Therefore t h e definitions of t h e
Conference Committee and the Conference
Advisory Committee were referred to Committee on Committees.
SLA Winter Meetings-The
1977 Winter
Meeting in Seattle will be held Jan 27-29,
1977. The 1979 Winter Meeting will be held in
Phoenix, Arizona, the d a t e subject to
availability of hotel accommodations.
Continuing Education-A
Special Committee
was appointed to examine the role of the
Association in continuing education activities
and to define a possible position of Education
Coordinator at the Association Office.
Plenum Publishing Corporation Award Committee--A proposal had been received from
Plenum Publishing Corporation to sponsor an
award of $1,000 for an outstanding original
paper covering any aspect of special librarianship. A Special Committee presented guidelines for such an award. These recommendations were approved by the Board. Announcement of the establishment of this new SLA
award will be made at the Denver Conference
in June 1976. The first Plenum Publishing Corporation award will be presented in June 1977
at the New York Conference.

In the January 1976 issue of Special Libraries (p.56), two names were inadvertently
omitted from the list of officers who will
continue to serve on SLA's Board of Directors
in 1976177. To the list should be added: Judith
J. Field will automatically succeed to the office
of Division Cabinet Chairman. Lois E. Godfrey
will automatically succeed to the office of
Chapter Cabinet Chairman.

Scholarship Fund
Contributions Received Jan-Dec 1975
H. W. Wilson Foundation
Anonymous Trust Income
Estate of Eleanor M. Tafel
Southern California Chapter
San Francisco Chapter
Business & Finance Division
ICI United States, Inc.
In Memory of Paul Postell (Southern Appalachian Chapter)
Standard Oil Company of California
In Memory of Janet Bogardus (Her friends and colleagues at
Federal Reserve Bank of New York and the librarians of
the Federal Reserve System)
In Memory of Roger Bristol (Virginia Chapter)
Heart of America Chapter
Connecticut Valley Chapter
Dayton Chapter
E.I. duPont de Nemours & Company
Cleveland Chapter
In Memory of Safford Harris (South Atlantic Chapter)
Alice C. Kingery
Carolyn S. Kirby
In Memory of Barbara Wilcox (Michigan Chapter)
Joseph M. Dagnese
Helen E. Iseminger
Dorothy A. Lourdou
Hester C. Meigs
Frances J. Rugen
Total Other Contributions Under $25.00
Total Contributions Jan-Dec 1975

MEMBERS IN THE NEWS
Lois Bebout, formerly with the University of TexasAustin General Libraries . . . now a p a r t n e r ,
Southwest Information Associates.

mittee, National Inventory of Library Needs, National Commission on Libraries and Information
Science.

David L. Behmlander, assistant librarian, cataloging
and research, Robert C. Tannahill Memorial Library, Henery Ford Museum, Dearborn, Mich. . . .
appointed librarian.

Laurabelle Eakin assistant director and head
Readers' Services, Falk Library of the Health
Professions, University of Pittsburgh . . . named library director.

Harry Bitner, law librarian and professor of law,
Cornell University . . . retired with Emeritus status,
now director, bibliographic services, Fred B.
Rothman & Co., South Hackensac, N.J.

Elizabeth S. Eaton, head, Reference Department, J.
Hillis Miller Health Center Library, University of
Florida, Gainesville . . . retired.

..

Ina Brownridge . appointed acting director, State
University of New York, Binghamton libraries.
Kathleen Lee Buford, librarian, Willkie F a r r &
Gallagher, New York . . . appointed librarian, Davis
Polk & Wardwell, New York.
David Carrington, Geography and Map Division, Library of Congress . . . named to the Advisory Com-

Mary Ellen Fabal, research librarian, First Federal
Savings and Loan of Miami . . . appointed to the Library Services and Construction Act Advisory
Council.
Dr. Sylvia Faibisoff, executive director, South
Central Research Library Council, Ithaca, N.Y. . . .
appointed a member of the faculty, Graduate School
of Library Science, University of Illinois.

Margaret A. Firth, librarian, USM Corporation,
Beverly, Mass. . . . retired, now Medical Staff Li-

brarian, Beverly Hospital.
Barbara Golden, formerly reference librarian,
University of Nebraska at O m a h a . . . now reference
librarian, Hennepin County Law Library, Minneapolis, Minn.
Diane J. Hoffman, supervisor, Customer Services,
Institute for Scientific Information, Philadelphia . . .
now lecturer, Professional Education, 1.31.
Jeanne M. Holmes

. . . appointed deputy director for
Resources Development, National Agricultural Library, Beltsville, Md.

Metropolitan Campus, Cleveland, Ohio . . . appointed associate director, Center of Educational
Resources, Eastern Michigan University.

Ruth H. Hooker, retired head, Technical Library,
Naval Research Laboratory . . . recognized recently

Margaret Reynolds, director of libraries, Canada Ag-

with the naming of the NRL library in her honor.

riculture, Financial and Administration Branch, Libraries Division, Ottawa. . . retired.

Evelyn Huston, assistant university librarian, Public
Services Division, University of California, Irvine . . .

Janet M. Rigney, formerly assistant librarian,
Council on Foreign Relations . . . appointed li-

retired.

brarian.

Esther B. Jones. . . promoted to head, Reference Department, J. Hillis Miller Heaith Center Library,
University of Florida, Gairlesville.

Gilda 0. Rossetti, reference librarian, Kirstein Business Branch, Boston Public Library . . . retired.
Jerome Irving Smith, formerly librarian, Robert C.

Royden Jones, formerly audiovisual librarian, Welsh
Medical Library, John Hopkins University . . . ap-

Tannahill Memorial Library, Greenfiled Village and
Henry Ford Museum, Dearborn, Mich.. . . retired.

pointed librarian, Learning Resources Center,
University of Texas Health Science Center, San
Antonio Library.

Paul Spinks, acting director, Naval Postgraduate
School Library . . . appointed director of libraries.

Raphaella Kingsbury, reference librarian, University
of California Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory . . .
retired.

H. Robert Malinowsky, formerly assistant director
. . . now associate dean of libraries, University of
Kansas, Watson Library, Lawrence, Kans.
Carol Nemeyer, senior associate, Association of
American Publishers, New York . . .joined the Advisory Group on National Bibliographic Control.
Frederick J. O'Hara, professor of library science,

C. W. Post College, New York . . . named advisory
editor, U.S. Federal Reprint Series, Greenwood
Press.

Thomas A. Orlando, formerly assistant, Main Reading Room, Newberry library . . . librarian, Special

Krishnappa Subramanyam, associate librarian,
Science and Engineering Library . . . appointed

assistant professor, Graduate School of Library
Science, Drexel University, Philadelphia.
Fred W. Todd, formerly assistant librarian,

University of Texas Health Science Center, San
Antonio . . . appointed chief librarian, Aeromedical
Library, School of Aerospace Medicine, Brooks
AFB, Texas.
David J. Van Dyk, formerly with the University of
Michigan . . . now cataloger, English Language and
Science Materials, University of Virginia, Charlottesville.
Donald Wasson, formerly librarian, Council on
Foreign Relations, New York . . . retired.

Collections, Chicago Public Library.

Herbert S. White, formerly a consultant . . . now

Agnes L, Reagan, accreditation officer, American Li-

professor and director, Research Center for Library
and Information Science, Graduate Library School,
Indiana University, Bloomington.

brary Association . . . appointed professor, library
science, University of Texas at Austin.

Marian Wickline, library data and information spePamela W. Reeves, formerly associate librarian for

administration, Cuyahoga Community College,

cialist, Dow Chemical Company, Walnut Creek,
Calif. . . . retired.

vistas
HAVE YOU SEEN?

Howe study station doubles as a video training
carrel. The carrel is designed to accommodate
videocassette players or TV monitors. The
desk top measures 48 in. x 30 in. A power
column contains electrical necessities for
operating the equipment. The sides and back of
the carrel extend 2 ft. above desk top height for
privacy. Contact: Howe Furniture Corp., 155
East 56th St., New York, N.Y. 10022.

"Touch-Pop" holders are open-end cassette
tape storage systems. The holders fit any standard-sized cassette while it protects them from
dust, handling deterioration, and accidental
hub rotation. Accessories include modular 2-46-15 drawer, contemporary-styled cabinets
and single-drawer, stackable units. Write: A-V
Industries, Inc., 400 West Liberty, Wheaton,
Ill. 60187.

Xerox enlarges color slides on plain paper with
the 6500 color copier. The company stresses
that these are not substitutes for high quality
photographic prints. Enlarged or same-sized
copies a r e producible from 35mm slides.
Opaque materials can also be reproduced, as
well as text and graphic copies and transparencies with the slide adapter. Contact the
Xerox Corporation, Stamford, Conn.

The LCR 1100 is a microfilm reader from
Auto-Graphics, Inc. It has a cartridge-loaded
printed index, the ability to handle 1 I00 feet of
silver, diazo, or vesicular film, and a snap-out
electronics platform for easy maintenance.
The 16mm reader has been designed primarily
for heavy use by nontechnical personnel.
Contact: Douglas Bisch, Auto-Graphics, Inc.,
751 Monterey Pass Road, Monterey Park,
Calif. 9 1754.

HAVE YOU HEARD?
Deputy Librarian of Congress
Daniel J. Boorstin has appointed William J .
Welsh to the post of Deputy Librarian of
Congress. Welsh had been director of the library's processing department, the largest of
the library's six major departments. He has
held various posts in the Library of Congress
for the past 29 years.
New Head for ARL
The Association of Research Libraries has
announced that John G . Lorenz, former
Deputy Librarian of Congress, will become
Executive Director of the Association this
spring. He will succeed John P. McDonald,
who is returning to the directorship of the
University of Connecticut Libraries.
Grant-in- Aid
The Immigration History Research Center
is offering grants-in-aid and research
assistantships during 1976-1977. U p to $3,000
are available for travel and living expenses to
doctoral candidates, recent Ph.D.s, and cstablished scholars. Deadline: May 1, 1976.
Write: Grant-in-Aid Committee, Immigration
History Research Center, 826 Berry Street,
St. Paul. Minn. 551 14.
Abstracts Journal Makes Debut
The Energy Research and Development
Administration is producing a new monthly
abstract journal ERDA Research Abstracts.
Covered in the journal are ERDA-originated
pieces. The journal began publication in March
1975; however, it is now available to the
general public. As of Jun 30, 1976, ERDAoriginated nuclear-related abstracts will be included in this journal. Nuclear Science
Abstracts will cease publication. The one-year
domestic subscription price is $119.00. The
journal is available from the Superintendent of
Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office,
Washington, D.C. 20402
IFLA Competition Announced
Entries are being invited for the T.P.
Sevensma Prize 1977. The prize will be
awarded during the World Congress of Librarians, IFLA's 50th Anniversary, Brussels,
Belgium, 3-10 Sep 1977. Papers must be new
work, not previously published, on the topic,
"Cooperation Between Libraries and Other
Components of the Information Community."
The competition is open to all members of an
association affiliated with IFLA, who are less

than 40 years of age at the final submission
date of papers on Feb 1, 1977. Papers should
be between 10,000 and 15,000 words long. All
papers are to be sent anonymously. Every
paper must carry a pen-name which must also
"be inscribed on a sealed envelope, containing
the name, surname, date and place of birth, nationality and address of the author." Write:
IFLA, Netherlands Congress Building Tower,
3rd floor, P.O.B. 9128, The Hague, Netherlands.
Where to Get % Help
The Oryx Press, Scottsdale, Arizona, has
published a Directory of Research Grants
1975. T h e volume gives information on
graduate and undergraduate subsidy both
domestic and foreign. The Directory is organized by academic discipline and deadline
date. It is available from the publisher for
$32.50.
Just a Reminder
The United States Book Exchange, Inc.,
changed its official name last fall. It is now the
Universal Serials and Book Exchange, Inc. In
addition, processing rates increased on Dec 1,
1975. Contact: USBE, 3335 V Street, N.E.,
Washington, D.C.
Trade Data
The Organization for Economic Cooperation
and Development has announced t h e
availability of IrnportlExport Microfables.
This statistical service contains complete trade
data for all OECD member countries. It is
published by Clearwater Publishing Company,
Inc., 50 Rockefeller Plaza, New York, N.Y.
10020. The statistics are published in microfiche.
Serving the Handicapped
T h e Catholic University of America
Graduate Department of Library Science is
now offering a Post-Master's Certificate in
Service to the Handicapped. The 24 credits
may be completed on a full or part-time basis
within five years. Write to the Center for Continuing Education, The Catholic University of
America, Washington, D.C. 20064.
Arts Review Bows
The Boston Critic, Inc., has initiated N e w
Boston Review, which is devoted to "various
aspects of the arts . . . in a manner that would
be of national interest." Issued quarterly,
domestic and Canadian subscriptions are $3.00
each. Write to the Boston Critic, Inc., 109
Museum St., Camhridge, Mass. 02138.

WASHINGTON LETTER
February 1 1, 1976
Government Printing ODce
In early February, the Public Printer,
Thomas McCormick, began presentation of
the Government Printing Office budget request
for fiscal year 1977 before a House appropriations subcommittee. The pricing of government
documents was among the first subjects discussed at the hearing chaired by Rep. George
Shipley (D-Ill.), and additional hearings on this
and other G P O matters were scheduled for
later in the month.
McCormick said prices at GPO had increased about 100% across the board since late
1973, but in his opinion, GPO publications are
still underpriced in many instances. He said
reasonable persons might disagree as to
whether or not government publications should
be subsidized, at least for certain customers
such as schools and libraries, or whether the
price should be set to recover all costs. He
seemed to favor the latter approach, though,
and asked for a clear directive from Congress
on pricing policy.
"We have recently implemented a revised
scale of prices for publications sold under the
General Sales Program," McCormick told the
committee. "This revised scale was developed
with the intent to recover all costs associated
with the program. We developed this new scale
in such a manner as to segregate publications
into three categories, i.e., Individual Publications, Subscriptions to Dated Periodicals, and
Subscriptions to Basics and Supplements. We
analyzed our costs to identify more accurately
than ever before the cost associated with handling and distributing specific categories of
publications. These costs were added to the
printing and binding costs, the 50% markup
factor was then added to these costs and the
postage added to arrive at the selling price. In
this manner we intended to return the sales
program to a self-sustaining basis."
T h e Appropriations C o m m i t t e e will
probably not establish a pricing policy for the
Government Printing Office, although some
strong language could be included in the com-

mittee report on recovery of costs. The Joint
Committee on Printing, chaired this year by
Rep. Wayne Hays (D-Ohio), could conceivably
have considerable influence over GPO pricing,
if they choose to do so. Staff members of the
Joint Committee on Printing were present during McCormick's appropriations testimony
and appeared quite interested in his remarks.
Whether action in the Joint Committee will be
forthcoming remains to be seen.
The GPO budget hearing was recessed soon
after it began because of the press of other
congressional business. Scheduled to resume
later in February, the hearing will undoubtedly
raise more questions about GPO prices before
it is over.

Copyright Commission
The National Commission on New Technological U s e s of Copyrighted Works
(CONTU) was established by law enacted late
in 1974. With some delay in the appointment of
members, the Commission did not hold its first
meeting until October 1975. It decided early
not to concern itself with the pending copyright
revision legislation, but instead to try to look to
the problems of the future. Library (and presumably also nonlibrary) photocopying is the
number one item on the CONTU agenda, to be
followed perhaps later by the copyright implications of computer usage.
The Commission has met in Washington,
D.C., at White Plains, New York, for a tour of
IBM facilities, and at the National Library of
Medicine. It expects to hold hearings and
perhaps send out interrogatories later this year
to supplement its knowledge in certain areas.
The meetings to date have been open to the
public, and the most recent meeting (mid-February) was announced in advance in the
Federal Register, a practice that can be expected to continue.
Sara Case
Washington, D.C.

COMING EVENTS

University of Miami Library, P.O. Box 248214,
Coral Gables, Fla. 33124.

Mar 10-12. Processing and Automation at the
Library of Congress, Institute . . . Library of
Congress and Old Town Holiday Inn, Alexandria, Va. Sponsor: American Library Association. Contact: Donald P. Hammer, Executive
Secretary, Information Science and Automation Division, ALA, 50 E. Huron St., Chicago,
111. 60611.

May 3-7. Association for Educational Data
Systems, 14th Annual Convention . . . Phoenix
Arizona. Contact: Rick Meyer, Phoenix Union
High School District, 2526 W. Osborn Rd.,
Phoenix. Ariz. 8528 1.

M a r 31-Apr 2. Utah Library Association, Annual Convention . . . Salt Lake Hilton Hotel,
Salt Lake City, Utah.
Apr 3. Information Broker/Free Lance Librarian, Workshop . . . School of Information
Studies, Syracuse University. Purpose: To
identify and discuss alternative information
services.
Apr 23. NELINET Government Documents
Task Force . . . Lincoln Conference Center
University of Massachusetts, Amherst.
Program: S t a t e Publications Workshop.
Contact: Elizabeth Butkus, Curry College Library, 1071 Blue Hill Avenue, Milton, Mass.
02186.

May 5-6. National Information Retrieval
Colloquium . . . Philadelphia. Subject: Information Interdependence. C o n t a c t : D r .
C. M. Lee, Institute for Scientific Information,
325 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa. 19106.
May 6-8. New England Educational Media
Association, Spring Conference and Exhibition
. . . Concord, N.H. For information: Joseph F.
Giorgio, Fairfield Public Schools, Fairfield,
Conn. 06430.
May 9-21. Library Administrators Development Program . . . Port Deposit, Md. Sponsor:
College of Library and Information Services,
University of Maryland. For further information write to Mrs. E. T. Knight, Library
Administrators Development Program,
College of Library and Information Services,
University of Maryland, College Park, Md.
20742.

Apr 26-27. Hospital Librarians' Section,
Association of Western Hospitals, meeting . . .
S a n Francisco, Calif. Contact: M r s . P .
Hamilton, Peninsula Hospital, 1783 El Camino
Real, Burlingame, Calif. (Reservations
necessary for hosted luncheon.)

May 10-13. Information Industry Association,
8th Annual Meeting . . . Reston, Va. Theme:
Information Policy 1976. Write: IIA, 4720
Montgomery Lane, Bethesda, Md. 20014.

Apr 27-30. National Micrographics Association, 25th Annual Conference and Exposition
. . . McCormick Place, Chicago, Ill.

May 12-14. Library Management Seminar . . .
School of Business, University of South
Dakota, Vermillion. The session will be an indepth coverage of basic fundamentals of
administ ration.

Apr 29-30. Maryland Library Association, Annual Meeting. . . Pikesville, Md. Contact: Jean
Barry Molz, Program Committee Chairman,
Maryland Library Association, c/o Baltimore
County Public Library, Administrative Offices,
320 York Rd., Towson, Md.
Apr 30. Elizabeth Ferguson Seminar . . .
YWCA, New York. Sponsored by the New
York Chapter, SLA and the YWCA, City of
New York. For and About Business Libraries.
Contact: Tessie Mantzoros, Business Week Library, 2112 Avenue of the Americas, New
York, N.Y. 10020.
May 2-6. Acquisition of Latin American Library Materials, 21st Seminar . . . Indiana
University, Bloomington, Ind. For information
write: Rosa Abella, Acquisitions Department,

May 13-15. Library Orientation for Academic
Libraries, 6th Annual Conference . . .
Ypsilanti, Mich. Sponsor: Center of Educational Resources, Eastern Michigan
University. Theme: Library Instruction in the
'70s: A State of the Art. Registration: $55.00.
Contact: Hannelore Rader, Center of Educational Resources, Eastern Michigan Univ.,
Ypsilanti, Mich. 48197.
May 16-21. Workshop on OCLC Network. . .
Kent State University, Kent, Ohio. Write:
A. M. Allison, University Libraries, Kent
State University, Kent, Ohio 44242.
May 20-22. American Society for Information
Science, 5th Mid-Year Meeting . . . Vanderbuilt University, Nashville, Tenn. Theme: In-

formation Interaction. C o n t a c t : J a m e s
Cretsos, Merrell-National Laboratory, 110
East Amity Rd., Cincinnati, Ohio 45215.
May 25-26. National Micrographics Association, Computer Image Processing Division
Seminar . . . Peachtree Center Plaza, Atlanta,
Ga.
May 27. Trends and Applications 1976: Micro
and Mini Systems . . . National Bureau of Standards, Gaithersburg, Md. Sponsored by the
IEEE Computer Society and the National Bureau of S t a n d a r d s . Contact: Marvin V .
Zelkowitz, University of Maryland (301) 454425 1.
May 31-Jun 5. International Federation of Library Associations, Open Seminar . . . Seoul,
South Korea. Theme-Eastern
Publications:
Their Control and Use by East and West.
Contact: Secretary, IFLA, P.O. Box 9128, The
Hague, Netherlands.
Jun 1-4. On-Line Retrieval Workshop . . . Urbana, Ill. Sponsor: Graduate School of Library
Science, University of Illinois.

Stanley Winkler, IBM, 18100 Frederick Pike,
Gaithersburg, Md. 20760.
Jun 12-17. Medical Library Association, 75th
Annual Meeting. . . Minneapolis, Minn.
Jun 18-20. Institute of Information Scientists,
7th Biennial Conference . . . Saint Andrews,
Scotland. Contact: L. Corbett, University of
Stirling, Stirling FK9 4LA, Scotland.
Jun 20-24. American Association of Law Libraries, Annual Meeting . . . Sheraton Boston
Hotel, Boston, Mass.
Jun 21-25. American Theological Library
Association, 13th Annual Conference . . .
Calvin Theological Seminary, Grand Rapids,
Mich. Write: Rev. Erich R . W. Schultz, Wilfrid Laurier University Library, Waterloo,
Ont., Canada N2L 3C5.
Jun 22-25. Library Association, Library
Management Course . . . Easthampstead
P a r k , Workingham, Berkshire, England.
Write: David Baynes, 61 Crossways, Crawley,
West Sussex, U.K.

Jun 1-12. Seminar in Art and Museum Librarianship . . . School of Information Studies,
Syracuse University, Syracf se, New York.
Write: Prof. Antje B. Lemke, School of Information Studies, Syracuse University, 113
Euclid Ave., Syracuse, N.Y. 13210.

PUBLICATIONS
FROM
UNITED
NATIONS

Jun 3-4. New York State Government Documents Task Force . . . State University of New
York at Albany, Albany, N.Y. Topic: New
York Documents-State and Local: Problems
of Acquisition, Distribution, Control and Use.
Contact: Janet Gregor, Schaffer Library,
Union College, Schenectady, N.Y. 12308.
Jun 6-10. Special Libraries Association, 67th
Annual Conference . . . Denver, Colo.
Theme-Information:
The
Unlimited
Resource. Contact: John Rock, SLA, 235 Park
Ave. So., New York, N.Y. 10003.
Jun 6-12. Educating Library Users, an advanced reader service course . . . Brooklyn,
N.Y. Sponsor: Graduate School of Library and
Information Science, Pratt Institute, Cost:
$314. 3 credits.
Jun 6-19. Intercultural Processes in Libraries,
an institute . . . University of Texas at Austin,
Austin, Texas.
Jun 7-10. National Computer Conference, 1976
Annual Conference. . . New York. Write: Dr.

UNITED NATIONS FLAG KIT
Intended for decorative and hobby
functions, this colourful kit contains:
0 Flags o f Untted N a t ~ o n sMember
States
Blue poles on whlch to thread
them
Corrugated paper to serve as a

base
Informative booklet-Untted
Nations in Brlef
$3 95
U n i t e d Nations Publ~cat#ons
Room LX-2300
N e w York N Y 10017

or
Unlted Nations Pubiicatlons
P a t a ~ sdes Nataons
1211 G e n e v a 10 Sw~lrerland

Now A vailable
DIRECTORY OF BUSINESS AND FINANCIAL SERVICES, 7th ed.
Mary McNierney Grant and Norma Cote, eds.
hard cover1232 pages/1976/%18.80/7" x IOW/LC7134228/ISBN 0-87111-212-4

This updated guide t o business a n d financial services, their coverage a n d frequency,
has been thoroughly revised since the 6th edition was published more than 10 years
ago. M o r e than 1,000 publications are described representing 421 publishers.
Although most of the entries are United States publications, C a n a d a is represented
with 81 publications, England with 63, a n d the remainder of the world with 39. An
Appendix lists the addresses of stock exchanges in many countries. The arrangement is
alphabetical by publication with a Publishers Index a n d Subject Index.

"Babe" had a great year
in l92L.. so did biology.
With the publication of its first volume in '27, Biological
Abstracts set a standard for the developments of the next fifty
years.
The "Babe" could be expected to "deliver in the clutch."
BlOSlS too has met its challenges. The first volume of Biological
Abstracts contained 14,506 abstracts for the year - we now
cover more than that number in a month!
Ruth's impact was worldwide. So too for BIOSIS. More than
8,000 journals from over 100 countries are regularly scanned,
translated (when necessary 1, abstracted and indexed.
In addition to his home run hitting, the "Babe" was a notable
pitcher. Similarly, from the BlOSlS data base come microfilm.
microfiche, and special abstract journals in Entomology,
Mycology, and Health Effects of Environmental Pollutants.
Personalized awareness services are provided through our
BioResearch Today and Standard Profiles services.
As the "Babe" played for the Red Sox and Yankees, BlOSlS
serves all of the subject interests of biology and biomedicine
with subject emphases i n more than 500 areas.
George Herman "Babe" Ruth led the American League in
home runs for 12 years i n a 22 year career. BIOSIS' ab~lityto
serve the information needs of biology and biomedicine makes
our services leaders everyyear.
For information on BlOSlS services, write the Marketing Bureau,
BioSciences Information Service, 2100 Arch Street, Philadelphia,
Pa. 19103 U.S.A.

A NEW WILSON INDEX
Citing Book Reviews Published in Over 1,000 Periodicals

JANUARY 1976

Volume 1
Number 1

Current
Book Review
Citations
T h e Index w ~ l he
l o u h l ~ s h e dIn t w o oarts. I'art I w ~ l l
clte hook revlews under the author (or main entry)
followed by the title and date of publication, when
available, of the book r c v ~ e w e d .T h e hook revlew
citation will include t h e magazines In w h ~ c hthe
hook w a s r e v ~ e w c d w
, ~ t h v o l u m epag~nation,
,
month,
year, and the revlewcr, ~f known:
Vaughn. W P Schools for all the blacks and public cducarlon
in t h e South. 1 8 6 5 - 1 8 7 7 1974
Hlrc Educ Q I 5 119 26 Spr '75 W J Urban
Vorr. A Amcrlcan shorr % t o r y a c r ~ t r c a \l u r v ~ y 1971
Mod Flct Stud 2 0 576-7 W ~ n r' 7 4 - 7 5 W Pcden
Srud Short F m 1 2 3 3 W ~ n r' 7 7 T A G u l l a w n
Vough. C F Tapptng the h u m a n rrrourre 1975
Perr J 5 4 41 1 - 1 4 11 '75. W J H Partner

Part 2 w ~ l conslst
l
of t ~ t l centrles, scrvlngas a n Index
t o I'art 1 :
A m e r l n n short story Vorr. A
Schoolr for d l Vaughn. W P

All of the hook reviews ~ n d c x e din t h e ten W ~ l s o n
suhlect ~ n d e x e s ,will he hrought together In Current

Book Review Citations. Rook revlews In f o r c ~ g nlanguages and new editions of E n g l ~ s hlanguage t ~ t l e s
w ~ lhe
l ~ n c l u d e dT. h e purpose of t h e new Index w ~ lhe
l
t o h r ~ n gt o t h e reader, the reference librarian, the
a c q u i s i t ~ o nlibrarian, and t h e reader's advisor cltatlons t o hook reviews a s soon a s possrble after t h e ~ r
appearance In per~odicals.
Each Issue of Current Hook R e v i e w C i t a t m n s is, In
itself, a n author and tltlc cumulation of all revlews
Indexed In other W ~ l s o nindexes, which ~ n c l u d e
major I ~ t c r a r y educational,
,
and speciahzed puhlicatlons. N o longer w ~ l il t he necessary for the school,
college, or p u h l ~ chbrarian t o search several sources
for all revlews of a hook dealing w ~ t hfor
, example, the
social aspects of clty planning.
Current Rook Review Citations w ~ l be
l published
m o n t h l y except August, w l t h a p e r m a n e n t hard
hound annual cumulation. Place your order now to
receive the flrst Issue of this comprehensive index t o
book reviews. $75, U.S. and Canada; $85, foreign.

THE H.W WILSONCOMPANY
950 University Avenue, Bronx, N.Y. 10452

YOU WILL HAVE-

"'ON FID

In Our Complete
Periodicals SewiceAll American and Foreign Titles

Promptness is a Traditional part
of McGregor Service. . .as well as:
EXPERIENCE
TRAINED PERSONNEL
FINANCIAL STABILITY
AMPLE FACILITIES
RESPONSIBLE MANAGEMENT
An a t t r a c t i v e brochure is
available for the asking

MOUNT MORRIS, ILLINOIS 61054

Since 1884, Engineering Index, Inc. (Ei) has compiled the World's most comprehensive
transdisciplinary engineering bibliographic data base for retrospective access to
technical literature. Each year Ei's professional editors scan documents published
internationally, on engineering and the interrelated areas of science and management.
Material of significant and lasting research value is extracted, accurately summarized
and published with standard bibliographic citations.
In nearly a century of service to the engineering community, Ei has entered into its
total data base more than TWO MILLION concise abstracts, covering the most vital
technical articles, proceedings, research reports and books.
Now, utilizing Ei's broad range of cumulative printed products or microfilm editions,
industry, government or academic institutions are provided with ON HAND reference
tools to this vast store of comprehensive information.
Annual clothbound print volumes are available from 1959 through 1974. The compact
microfilm edition encompasses all years from 1884, on 16mm, 35mm positive or negative
film, reel or cartridge, to meet the specifications of most standard readers and
reader/printers. A special 10 year (1974-1965) microfilm cumulation is also available.

AT
LAST. . .
Pharmaceutical
mews Index

THE MONTHLY COMPREHENSIVE CITATION AND INDEX
SERVICE WITH TOTAL ACCESS TO
FDC REPORTS (The Pink Sheet)
PMA NEWSLETTER
C' DRUG RESEARCH REPORTS (The Blue Sheet)
2 WASHINGTON DRUG & DEVICE LETTER
%

3k

PNI covers all items from the four principal newsletters of the pharma. about 8,000 total . . . cited and indexed annually.
ceutical industry
Monthly looseleaf issues contain complete citation and index sections,
pre-punched for insertion in one of the two heavy-duty binders provided
with each subscription.
PNI CITATIONS. . . carry the headline or title, all bibliographic data, plus
all keywords and definitive descriptors assigned t o each item.
PNI I N D E X .
is a rotating, permuted keyword index based on:
Personal names Corporate names (agencies, panels, associations, firms,
etc.) Drug names 0 Subject areas
Any item can be accessed in the index by any of its 10-12 keywords. I f
users desire, the PNI lndex will stand alone, since index entries include
reference t o the original newsletter source as well as the PNI citation. All
FDA approvals and recalls are fully indexed by drug name, applicant,
active ingredients, and principal indication.
SUBSCRIPTIONS: $1 65 annually, plus $1 5 if first-class mail is desired.
New subscriptions include all issues in print during the current calendar
year, plus all issues t o come.
PNI
THE NEEDED SERVICE THAT IS NOW A REALITY.

..

..

.. .

Direct inquiries and orders to:
Pharmaceutical News lndex
A product of Data Courier, I nc.
620 S. Fifth St., Louisville, Ky. 40202
Phone: Greg Payne or Tom Hogan, 5021582-41 1 1

POSITIONS W A N T E D

If you're lost i n the confusion of the periodicals world-changes i n titles and frequency,
additional volumes, delays i n publication, etc.
- Faxon's Serials Updating Service can help
you find your way.
The Serials Updating Service, c o n t a ~ n i n g
current information o n changes a n d bibliographic irregularities for all types of periodicals,
is available in three ways:
Serials Updating Service-a monthly newsletter sent n o charge t o selected Faxon
customers.
SUS Quarterly - a quarterly c u m u l a t ~ o nof
the newsletters-$7 one year, $13.50 t w o years,
$20 three years.
SUS Annual-an annual cumulation of the
newsletters-$1 0.

@
r s.mxon
/j cornprnv, mc.
Publishinq
- Division
Park, Westwood. MA 02090

15 Southwest

BA Russian, M L S (1975) SUNYA-Desires entry
level position in law, newspaper, publishing !ibrary;
o r reflzovt docs area in acad or oub. Grad studv in
law, pol. sci., comp. lit. A. Clayman, 6 Halfmoon
Dr., Waterford, N Y 12188.
3 "

The S e r ~ a l sUpdating Service is a n invaluable resource I n the acquisition, serials records.
reference and binding departments, wherever
serials are processed.

I

M L S '74 Western 0nt.-2 years the education librarian of a small university. Much responsibility.
Well recommended as energetic. Keenly interested
and experienced in expanding E R I C System. 90
searches composed monthly. Russian and French
languages. Independent book ordering and Dewey
cataloging experience. Coordinating university and
government project libraries experience. AB Harvard; BA Hons. London, England; M A Manitoba.
Available January 1977. Anything challenging. Likes
to organize. Box S-23 1 .

I

Experienced professional librarian-Seeks
administrative position in academic and special libraries in
the Chicago or Los Angeles area. Present position:
Director of Health Sciences Library Services.
Risumk and references provided on request. Annette Krzentz, 60 Pleasant St., Apt. 507, Arlington,
M A 02174.
Beginning Reference Librarian--Formerly a jr. accountant, seeks pos. in bus. o r newspaper library on
L.I. o r in Monmouth Co., N.J. M L S 1975, BAEnglish, RtsumC: L. A. Dapson, 47 Hampshire Rd.,
Kockville Ctr., N . Y . 11570.
POSITIONS OPEN

PLACEMENT
--

"Positions Open" and "Positions Wanted" ads are
$2.00 per line; $6.00 minimum. Current members of

SLA may place a "Positions Wanted" ad at a special
rate of $1.50 per line; $4.50 minimum.
I n each membership year, eoch unemployed member
will be allowed o maximum of two free "Positions
Wanted" ads, eoch ad to be limited to 5 lines including mailing address (no blind box addresses), on
a space available basis.
There i s a minimum charge of $11.00 for a "Market
Place" ad of three lines or less; each additional line
i s $4.00. There are approximately 45 characters and
spaces t o a line.
Copy for display ads must be received by the first
of the month two months preceding the month of
publication; copy for line ads must be received by
the tenth.
Classified ads will not be accepted on a "run until
concelled" basis; twelve months i s the maximum, unless renewed.
Special Libraries Association reserves the right to reject any advertisements which in any way refer to
race, creed, color, age, or sex as conditions for employment.
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Cataloger of Science and German-Candidate must
m e e t t h e s e t h r e e minimum r e q u i r e m e n t s : 1)
Graduate degree in librarianship from an accredited
institution or equivalent professional qualifications;
2) Undergraduate degree in science or sciences or
equivalent academic qualifications. Preference will
be shown to those with a background in biochemistry, biophysics o r other interdisciplinary study; 3)
Reading proficiency in German. Candidates must
offer at least one of the following additional qualifications (listed in order of preference): 1) Advanced
study in biological o r physical science; 2) Facility
with o t h e r E u r o p e a n l a n g u a g e s ; 3) R e l e v a n t
experience. Salary $1 1,472-$14,964. Applications
must be received by April 30, 1976. Send letter,
resumi and names of references to: Keith C . Blean,
A s s i s t a n t University L i b r a r i a n , University of
California, Santa Barbara, California 93106. Equal
employment opportunity affirmative action employer.

POSITIONS OPEN

Bachelor's or Master's in sciences,
physics or chemistry. At least 3
years experience searching technical literature and preparing technical translations from German,
Russian and French. Other languages useful. Some familiarity
with automated retrieval systems.
Company located North Central
New Jersey.
Send complete rksume with salary requirements:
All rep lie^ held conhdenttal

I
1

WRITE BOX S-232
An eaual opwxtunity employer. M/F

Medical Library Director-For
a modern
600-bed teaching hospital located in a large midwest
metropolitan area with university affiliation and a
strong education and research program. Medical library is excellently equipped and staffed to serve a
large attending staff, house staff, and other paramedical professionals and technicians. M L S degree
and a minimum of 10 years experience in a medical
library, including at least 2 years of administration
and supervision is required. This individual should
have full knowledge of all medical library functions
including Medline. Depending on qualifications,
starting salary in mid teens with an outstanding fully
paid benefit program. Please send confidential
resume and salary history to Box S-230.

Librarian, Engineering (42,000 vols.) and Mathematics (27,000 vols.) Libraries-Undergraduate
degree in engineering, mathematics, o r a physical
science; graduation from an ALA accredited library
school; 3-5 years of professional library experience.
Appointment at Librarian 11 level; starting salary,
$13,000-513,500. TIAA retirement (15% plan), Blue
Cross and Blue Shield, disability and major medical
insurance. Vacancy to be filled by July 1, 1976. Apply to Dean of Library Administration, University of
Iowa Libraries, Iowa City, IA 52242. The University
of Iowa is an equal opportunity employer.

SUPERVISOR LIBRARY SERVICES
We have on excellent opportunity for a person who would want to MANAGE a fine chemistry library
which supports our entire RBD activity. This position would entail complete responsibility for all
library functions.
We welcome inquiries from individuals with experience in chemistry and library science with o
minimum of 2 years direct experience.
At Nalco you will receive on excellent starting salary and employee benefits including compony
paid profit sharing. Our modern well-equipped research library will provide a n excellent atmosphere.
If you're looking for this kind of opportunity, pleose send your risume stating educotion, experience, and salary requirements to:

Personnel Department

NALCO CHEMICAL COMPANY

NALCO

621 6 W. 66th Place
Chicago, 111. 60638
An E q u o ~Opportundy Employer m / t

POSITIONS OPEN
Branch Reference Assistant, Business/Engineering
Library-ALA/MLS Degree, undergraduate degree
in business administration o r economics and two
years of appropriate reference experience required,
second Masters in either subject desirable.
Duties include reference work with graduate
students and faculty, instruction in library use, literature searching and preparation of bibliographies,
supervision of interlibrary loans.
Library is a branch of the Dartmouth College Library system serving the graduate schools of business administration and engineering. Salary $9,350,
six weeks vacation. Send applications to Adelaide B.
Lockhart, Baker Library, Dartmouth College,
Hanover, New Hampshire 03755. An equal opportunity, affirmative action employer.

Assistant University Librarian, Administration
Working directly with the University Librarian, this
person is responsible for coordination of the following areas: I) allocation, recruitment, and evaluation
of all staff positions, 2) library budgets, 3) operations
analysis, and 4) automation activities. Minimum
qualifications must include graduate degree from
ALA accredited library school, plus a second
graduate degree (MBA preferred) with emphasis on
finance, operations analysis, and personnel administ r a t i o n . Minimum of four y e a r s experience
equivalent to the level of a CSUC Associate Librarian in an academic library with evidence of superior performance. Knowledge and experience in library automation highly desirable.
Appointment is at Librarian level ($18,156-$22,068). Work schedule at 40 hrslweek with 21 days vacation annually. Public Employees Retirement
System and health plans available. CSU, Sacramento is an affirmative action/equal opportunity employer. Applications should be directed to Gordon P.
Martin, University Librarian, California S t a t e
University, Sacramento, 6000 J Street, Sacramento,
CA 958 19.

Head, Public Services Department-Position
available now. Responsible for coordination and supervision of public services functions, reference, including
on-line services, circulation, interlibrary loan,
photocopy and stack maintenance. Graduation from
ALA accredited library school, biomedical training
and experience essential, and working knowledge of
two foreign languages required. Three years of extensive public service experience including
demonstrated supervisory competence. Medical
Center Library including service to schools of
medicine, nursing and pharmacy as well as licensed
health professionals state-wide. Professional librarians, 13, sub-professionals, 12; FTE students, 25.
Collection: 80,000 volumes and 3,000 current serials.
Salary: $13,500, negotiable. Affirmative action/equal opportunity employer. Apply to: James
W. Barry, Librarian, Aiizona Medical Center Library, Tucson, Arizona 85724 (602)882-6121.

THE MARKET PLACE
Back Issues and Volumes Periodicals- We specialize
in the missing issue and the odd volume. Please
submit want lists. We also buy material on a cash o r
credit basis. Leaside Library Services, Inc., 306 82nd
Street, Brooklyn, New York 11209.

For Sale Angw Chem (Engl) vl-13 (bd) $400 set;
Am J Bot v33-61 most bd $500 set; Genetics v46 77
most bd $740 set; J Chem Phys v1-61 (v42 45 msg)
$1000 set; Justus Liebigs Ann Chem 1941-1974 bd
$700. Piness Library, City of Hope, Duarte, CA
91010.

Back Issue P e r i o d i c a l s S c i e n t i f i c , Technical.
Medical and Liberal Arts. Please submit want lists
and lists of materials for sale o r exchange. Prompt
replies assured. G. H. Arrow Co., 4th & Brown Sts.,
Philadelphia, Pa. 19123.

Foreign Books and Periodicals Specialty: International Congresses. Albert J. Phiebig Inc., Box 352,
White Plains, New York 10602.

MARCFICHE The least expensive and most upto-date source of cataloging. MARC Research, Box
40035, Washington, D.C. 20016.
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June 7-10

This is the year of landmarks at
the National Computer Conference, June 7-10 in New York. The '76 NCC . . . during our
Nation's Bicentennial . . . will explore the latest trends in
computer science and technology, systems and applications, societal concerns, EDP management, and professional issues. And that's only the beginning.Other landmarks
include the largest exhibit program ever held at an NCC,
plus the 25th anniversaries of both the first Joint Computer
Conference and the first commercially available electronic
digital computer.
Register now for the world's most comprehensive computer conference. More than 100 information-packed
sessions will cover 12 major areas including complex systems, architecture and hardware, software, computer
communications and networking, applications, and education. And more than 275 organizations will display their latest
computer products and services on three floors of the New
York Coliseum.
Headina five ~ l e n a r vsessions will be a kevnote address
by J. ~ a u '~i ~ echairman
t :
and Chief ~ x e c i i v eOfficer of
Sperry Rand Corporation. In addition, the NCC will feature
a variety of special events and activities, includina a unique
networking demonstration and a Pioneer Day program pay-

ing tribute to individuals from the
Moore School of Electrical Engineering. And for an added fee, program registrants may
also choose among a number of Professional Development
Seminars.
Apply now for the NCC Bicentennial Card covering all
four days of the conference, including exhibits. You'll save
$1 5 on full-conference registration.Just fill in the coupon for
advance registration, or to get all the facts on the '76 NCC.

'76 NCC, c/o AFIPS, 210 Summlt Avenue,
Monhrale, New Jerrey 07645

SL

-Please send me my NCC Bicentennial Card covertng
advance reglstratton: my $60 fee is enclosed.
me all the facts on '76 NCC.

- Please send
Name
Company
Street
City
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TO HELP YOU KNOW
NOW:.:

BASIC
REFERENCE BOOKS
F R O M GALE
Librar~ansrely on standard Gale books for the
facts they need and for gu~danceto sources of
information The fundamental titles described
below help satlsfy ~ n f o r m a t ~ oneeds
n
of the
present
and future ~ n f o r m a t ~ oneeds
n
will
be met by revised sd~tionsof bale books and
by new volumes In our contlnulng series
Standing orders placed now w ~ l assure
l
you of
receiving f u t u r e e d ~ t ~ o n s ' v o l u m e auto
s
mat~cally

EN,CYCLOPEDlf. OF
ASSOCIATIONS:
A Guide t o ~ a t h n a land I n t e r n a t i o n a l
Organizations. 10th E d ~ t ~ o n(Ready
.
March,
1976) Vol. 1. N a t i o n a l Organizations of t h e
U.S. The basic volume. over 25.000 changes
plus over 1.000 new entrles $64.00 Vol 2.
Geographic and Executive Index. $45 00
Voi 3. N e w Associations a n d Projects.
I n t e r - e d ~ t ~ osubscr~plion,
n
w ~ l hb~nderfor new
subrcr~be;~.$55.00

DIRECTORY OF SPECIAL
LIBRARIES A N D
I N F O R M A T I O N CENTERS:

ENCYCLOPEDIA OF
GOVERNMENTAL ADVISORY
ORGANIZATIONS:
A Reference Guide t o P r e s ~ d e n t i aAdvisory
l
Committees. P u b l ~ cAdvisorv Committees.
Interagency Committees a n d o t h e r Government-Related Boards. Panels. Task Forces.
Commissions. Conferences and Other
n
up to 20
S i m i l a r Bodies. 2nd E d ~ t ~ o G~ves
polnts of ~ n f o r m a t ~ oon
n 2 678 organlzatlons
$75 PO N e w Governmental Advisory Organ i z a t i o n s . i n t e r - e d i t ~ o ns u b s c r ~ p t ~ o nw, ~ t h
binder for new subscr~bers.$65 00

CONTEMPORARY AUTHORS:

A Guide t o Special Libraries. Research A B i o - B i b l i o g r a p h i c a l Guide t o Current
A u t h o r s and Their W o r k s . Volumes 1 - 4 to
Libraries. I n f o r m a t i o n Centers. Archives.
53-56 of the cont~nuingseries are In prlnt CA
and D a t a Centers. 3rd Editlon Vol 1 covers
now covers 42.000 d~fferentauthors Volumes
13.078 spec~alhbraries In 2.000 fields $55.00
are
revised regularly $38 00,14 vol unjt
Val 2. Geographic-Personnel Index. $35 00
Voi 3. N e w Special Libraries. lnter e d ~ t ~ o n
CONTEMPORARY
subscr~pt~on,
W I ~ I b~nderfor new subscr~bers.
$57.50
LITERARY C R I T I C I S M :
Excerpts f r o m C r i t i c i s m of t h e W o r k s of
Today's Novelists. Poets, P l a y w r i g h t s , and
Other Creative Writers. Four volumes in the
RESEARCH CENTERS
continuing serles are now In print. 538 00/vol

DIRECTORY:

A Guide t o dniversity-Related and Other
S O M E T H I N G ABOUT
N o n p r o f i t Research Organizations EstabTHE AUTHOR:
lished on a Permanent Basis and Carrying
Facts a n d P ~ c t u r e s about Contemporary
o n Continuing R e s ~ a r c h Programs 5th
Authors and I l l u s t r a t o r s of Books for Young
Edition. 5,491 entrles. of w h ~ c h1.200 are new.
$68 00 N e w Research Centers. lnter e d ~ t ~ o n People Volume 8 lust published The con
subscr~pt~on,
w ~ t hb ~ n d e -for new subscr~bers. tlnulng serles now covers 1 600 d ~ f f e r e n t
authors $25 OO/vol
$64.00.

ACRONYMS, I N I T I A L I S M S ,
A N D ABBREVIATIONS
DICTIONARY:
A Guide t o Alphabetic Oesignations. Contractions. Acronyms. I n i t i a l i s m s , Abbreviations, and S i m i l a r Condensed Appellat i o n s . 5th E d ~ t ~ o nVol 1 contalns about
130.000 entries $38 50 (Ready February. 1976)
Vol 2. N e w Acronyms. I n i t i a l i s m s , and
Abbreviations D i c t i o n a r y . 1977 and 1978
supplements, each add~ngthousands of new
$35 00 Vol 3. Reverse
acronyms Subscr~pt~on.
Acronyms. I n i t i a l i s m s , a n d Abbreviations
Dictionary. Entr~es arranged alphabet~cally
by the meaning of the term acronym~zed.
$45 00 (Ready Spring. 19761

BOOK REVIEW INDEX.
Now Indexes all revlews In over 250 per~od~cals
Subscr~pt~on
to b~monthlyIssuer S85.0Oiyear.
Annual clothbound cumulat~ons from 1965
through 1974 are In prlnt $85 OO!year

BIOGRAPHICAL
DICTIONARIES MASTER
INDEX-1975-1976:
A Guide t o M o r e Than 800,000 L i s t i n g s i n
Over F i f t y Current Who's Whos a n d Other
W o r k s o f Collective Biography. A new
b ~ e n n ~ aIndex
l
to biograph~calworks e m p h a ~
smng prominent I i v ~ n gAmericans 3 Volumes
$65.001sel

A l l Gale Books are sent o n 30-day a p p r o v a l / w r i t e for complete c a t a l o g

GALE RESEARCH COMPANY
BOOK TOWER

DETROIT, M I C H I S A N 48226

